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AlwaysReachingHigher
AtSRCSoftware,wetakethechallengetoimproveveryseriously.
Wearealwaysreachinghigherineverythingwedo.
Our 16 -year dedication to improvement has resulted in the most
flexible and sophisticated financial planning solution available.
From state -of- the -art Internet - engineered budgeting to
automated delivery of reports, the Advisor Series" provides
the broadest range of enterprise -wide analytic features
in the industry's finest fully user - definable package.
And our dedication to excellence goes beyond just software.
Fromour consultative sales process to our collaborative
implementation approach, fromour outstanding client support
toour continuingproductenhancement—weare constantly
striving to provide the finest possible financial planning

•

solutions and services.

Al wa y s Nc . 6 . n g M lg he ,

If you would like to see how we can help you reach new heights in your budgeting
and financial reporting, call us today at: 1-800-544-3477 or visit our website at www.sresoftware.com
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O u r e f u e l S u p p l y C h a i n D e l i v e r s , A g a i n a n d A g a i n , a n d ...
Yo u r f l e e t n e e d s a s u p p l y c h a i n t h a t d e l i v e r s e v e r y s e c o n d o f e v e r y
year, n o t j u s t f o r a f e w g l o r i o u s m i n u t e s . O u r c o m p r e h e n s i v e " e "
so lu t i o n f o r f uel su p p l y ch a in m a n a g e m e n t re d ef ine s f leet f uel
ma n a g e me n t a n d h e lp s drive co st o u t o f yo u r f u e l su p p ly e q u a t io n .
It ' s o nline no w, o n y ou r s c he d ule , a nd in yo u r
c o n t r o l . It b e g i n s in t h e e b a c k o f f i c e a n d w i l l
imp ro ve every f ace t of you r op erat ion . . .
including the bottom line.
Click o r call to da y.

TRANSMONTAJGNE INC.
Delivering America's Fuel Supply, on Demand
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Business process outsourcing isn't just for the Fortune 100 aristocracy. It can work for any size company because
BPO isn't just a convenience —it's a competitive weapon. Q

32UnleashingtheValueintheSupplyChain B Y

N O A H P. BARSKY, C M A, C P A, AND

ALEXANDER E . ELLINGER

Efficient management of your supply chain can have a greater impact on your bottom line than haphazard cost cutting because such a customer - driven focus has the potential to attract future customers and retain current ones.

38LynnAtchison:CreatingNewRevenueStreamsatHoover's
Online BY RAMONA DZINKOWSKI
Coming from a traditional publisher, this CFO had to adapt to
the challenges and pitfalls of a Web -based diversified company
with rapid domestic growth, highly accelerated product cycle
times, and global expansion through existing and new channels
of delivery. Q

44CreatingValuethroughe-Commerce BY

Y. A L C H E N,

LAURA R. INGRAHAM, AND J . GREGORY JENKINS

As dot -com companies continue to burn and crash in the
inevitable Internet shakeout, it's time to recall the basic principles that separate the winners and the losers who compete in
cyberspace. 0
Articles meet CPE requirements for:

Q NASBA and IMA/CMA/CFM

For information on earning CPE by reading Strategic Finance, visit the IMA website, www.imanet.org,
or contact Alice Hayes at (201) 573 -9000, ext. 213; fax (201) 573.8185; or by e-mail at ahaves @imanet.org.
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Financial conso /idaiion at warp speed.
ree W e b c as t !
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Hear what Business Finance,
Comshare and other
industry experts are saying
about innovations in Web -based
financial consolidation.
Visit www.comshare.com /speed
for further details.

Quickly and accurately consolidate data from multiple locations, general
ledgers and currencies. Comply with statutory reporting requirements without
a second thought. Create management reports in minutes that let executives
see what's really happening in the company. Get going now - with Comshare.
Comshare's consolidation solution supports enterprise -wide managerial plan ning and control. Along with planning, budgeting and analysis, consolidation
and reporting transform mountains of data into easily accessible information
for gaining the competitive edge.
Join Comshare andBusiness Finance for a free Webcast, featuring leading
industry experts addressing innovations in Web -based financial consolidation.
For further details, visit us at www.comshare.com /speed.
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Kathy Williams
TE C H N O L O G Y E D I T O R

Michael Castelluccio
FIN AN CE ED ITOR

Alan Levinsohn
A R T D I R E C TO R

A Single Certification: The Time
Is Now I by Frank Minter, CPA

Mary Zisk
P R O D U C TI O N M A N A G E R

Lisa Nasuta
C I R C UL A TI O N

Last year the AICPA announced that they were proposing a new
certification known at the time as "XYZ." They believe that the

Alice Schulman
P UBL I S H E R / E X E C UTI V E D I R E C TO R

David T. Schweitz

CPA certification no longer describes the work their members do.
They believe that a new credential must be broader, must apply
globally, and must be unregulated.
They initially named this credential
"Cognitor" but have now returned

pare for specialty exams to recognize additional areas of expertise.
Although not a complete list, these
to "XYZ" after disciiscould include audit
sion by their governing
and attest, tax, financouncil. They plan to
cial planning, internal
seek approval of their
auditing, finance, inmembership sometime
formation technology,
later this year.
and governmental.
As I contemplate
I believe it is time for
their activity, I must
the organizations in
ask: Is this new credenour profession to work
tial necessary? IMA altogether in order to
ready has a credential
serve the best interests
that is broad, global,
of everyone in our proFRANK MINTER
and unregulated. Our
fession, including
CMA /CFM currently
clients and companies,
tests the knowledge, skills, and abiland establish a single, broad entry ities that Corporate America says it
level credential. Certainly I believe
needs in its entry -level finance
CMA and CFM form the basis for
professionals.
that credential. Also, our exams,
I would therefore say to our prowhich are computer based, are availfession that we have the basic creable on demand around the world.
dential needed by those who would
The other professional organizations
enter the accounting and finance
could administer the specialty exprofession. Those who successfully
ams and certification designations.
complete this exam could then preThe time to begin is now. ■
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every time. It integrates strategic, financial and operational information in
a way that gives you the whole picture. And because it's web- based, that
picture can be shared easily across
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to one system on one database for total consistency and reliability. Best of all,
you'll possess the strategic tools required to add value at every level of your
company. And isn't that what the game's all about? For more information,
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please contact us at: ussales@cartesis.com or 8 7 7 9 6 4 0202 (toll free).
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You can also visit our web site at www.cartesis.com
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Careers

By Max Messmer, Editor

Enhancing Your Writing Skills
Three weeks ago, your company's controller asked you to represent the accounting
department on a cross - functional team charged with launching a sweeping new ecommerce initiative — uncharted territory for your firm. Rising to the challenge,
you've already spent many 12 -hour days and several weekends determining the resources required for the project and developing a cost /benefit analysis. Now it's
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time to formally communicate your findings to the rest of
your team, most of whom have limited knowledge of accounting systems and procedures. Since writing has never
been your strong suit, it occurs to you that the long hours
you've put in thus far on the project may have been the

ment or serve on cross - functional teams is also amplifying the need to communicate persuasively. Writing skills,
in particular, are no longer simply an advantage— they're
a necessity.

easy part.
While it's true that writing can seem like more of an
art that a science at times, there are steps you can take to
improve your skills and confidence. In the process, you'll
be increasing your value to your
employer.
Even in our increasingly "e -ei
abled" business world, expertise
translating ideas into words is s
critical. In fact, it's technology t.
making these skills even more
important than they've been
in the past. Think about it. As
technological advances such
as e-mail allow us to communicate more rapidly, more often, and with greater numbers
of people, writing is becoming
larger part of everyone's job.
That's not all. The number of
projects taking accountants
outside their departments to
offer advice to senior manage-

Organization is the key
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At the heart of effective writing is the ability to organize a
series of thoughts. Like any assignment you tackle in your
professional life, diving blindly into a writing project with
no preparation or forethought is a recipe for
disaster.
Start by identifying the
objective of each memo
or e-mail you write. Is
your intent merely to inform, or do you want to
create a call to action?
Will you consider your
communication a success
if you've persuaded colleagues or managers to
range their minds about a
cular issue? Or is your ultiarpose to clarify a procewill help others work more
your department? The aniestions will guide the

IS It:
what you hope is true

what you think is true
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can be tough. Especially
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when trying to determine
how well your company is
really doing. That's why there
are Hyperion` Performance
Management products. They
give you a comprehensive,
realistic report of your
company's performance.
And how you compare to
your key competitors. So
you'll know for sure if
you're being bad or good.
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content of your document as well as
its tone.
Once you've identified your true
objective, take the time to list and
prioritize the key points you want to
make in support of it. For some, a
formal outline works best since it allows them to visualize their thought
process in detail. For others, simply
jotting down the major elements they
want to convey is more practical.

W rite for your
audience, not yourself
One of the most common mistakes
inexperienced writers make is failing
to consider the knowledge level of
their audiences. While you may be
your company's foremost expert on
the intricacies of financial analysis or
budgeting, you're unlikely to make a
real connection with your readers
who aren't accountants unless you
write in terms they can understand
easily. Don't assume that others will
interpret a phrase a certain way just
because you do. In particular, avoid
"buzz" words or acronyms unless
they're understood universally
throughout your company.
Whenever possible, use plain English. Your readers will quickly lose
patience with sentences they have to
read several times just to determine
what you're trying to say. While you
don't want to "talk down" to your
audience by oversimplifying or over explaining concepts, few are impressed by unnecessarily formal or
lengthy prose.

Get to the point
Present your primary message or call
to action as quickly as possible. Few
busy professionals today have the
time to wade through long introductory paragraphs before coming to
the point of a memo or narrative.
Provide just enough to capture read10
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ers' attention and let them know
what's being asked of them — ideally
in no more than a page.

Master the mechanics
No matter how targeted and organized a written document is, if it
contains spelling or grammatical errors, it can lose most of its impact.
Improper word usage can interfere
with otherwise excellent communication. Even informal e-mail messages can create a bad impression if
they contain grammatical mistakes.
If writing isn't your strong suit,
consider taking a continuing education course or purchasing a business
writing book. Then, whenever you
write, keep your grammar guide
within easy reach as a reference tool.

Polish by proofreading
and editing
No matter how carefully you feel
you've written a document, you
should edit and proofread it before
you submit it. Read back through a
finished draft aloud to make sure the
thoughts and word combinations
flow smoothly. Check for redundancies, overuse of particular words or
phrases, and sentences that could be
misinterpreted by someone not familiar with your topic.

Separate Yourself
From the crowd...
Become a CMA (Certified
Management Accountant) or CFA
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals right in your own home!

Lamben

CMA/CFM REVIEW

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
wwwlamberscpa.com
Circle No. 22

Proofreading a document for
spelling and grammatical errors is
best performed by re- reading it word
by word. The spell -check function
on your computer can help, but
avoid depending on it entirely. Spellcheck doesn't flag as errors omitted
words or use of a wrong word
spelled correctly.
Even in an age filled with technological advances that help accountants calculate, manage, and report
information, proficiency in written
communication is still highly valued.
As you interact with colleagues
throughout your firm and serve on
more interdepartmental teams, your
writing skills will become increasingly important. By carefully considering the objective and audience of
each document you create and mastering some of the grammar basics,
you'll be more comfortable with the
written word. As an added benefit,
the next time you're asked to prepare
a detailed report, you'll have greater
confidence in your ability. You may
never learn to enjoy writing, but at
least you'll know your efforts have
made you a better communicator. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO
of Robert Half International Inc.
(RHI), parent company of Robert
Half', Accountemps® and RHI
Management Resources®. RHI is the
world's first and largest specialized
staffing firm placing accounting and
finance professionals on a full -time,
temporary and project basis. Mess mer's most recent books are Managing Your Career For Dummies®
(IDG Books Worldwide), Job Hunting For Dummies ®, 2nd Edition
(IDG Books Worldwide), Human
Resources Kit For Dummies® (IDG
Books Worldwide) and The Fast
Forward MBA in Hiring (John
Wiley & Sons).
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Best Practices

By Bob Gunn, Editor

Time and Wisdom
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ARISTOTLE ONCE SAID, "A WISE MAN IS NEVER
in a hurry." If we apply that statement to business people
today, then most of us look pretty foolish.
I recently sat through a management meeting where an
outside facilitator declared that no decision should take
more than 27 minutes and proceeded to try to impose
that arbitrary rule. In our rush to work within that time
constraint, we quickly got into a ferocious argument over
issues that all arose from differing interpretations of what
"now" meant. To the head of operations "now" meant within the
next 30 to 60 days. To the CEO
"now" meant within a couple of
years. It wasn't until the fury had
run its course that a certain inquisitiveness crept into the conversation, and the arguing parties discovered that they were actually in
almost complete agreement as to
the best course of action both
short and long term.
There's no doubt that wisdom
can be elusive, but what does haste
have to do with it? Was Aristotle
suggesting that a wise person is
never late or never finds himself or
herself running to catch a flight?
You've probably experienced the
frustration of getting stuck in traffic while rushing to the
airport. One such incident stands out vividly. I was trying
to get from downtown Chicago to O'Hare, and traffic was
backed up all the way to the Ohio Street entrance ramp.
As I began to fume, I noticed myself becoming resentful— resentful of the client for keeping me so late, of the
other drivers for picking that moment to get on the expressway, of the politicians for not expanding highway
ST RATEGIC FIN AN CE
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capacity fast enough, of my partners for expecting me to
charge billable hours. I was even resentful of my son's anticipated disappointment over my late arrival home.
As I worked myself into a state of anger and despair,
suddenly my circumstances struck me as hilarious. Here I
was, drowning myself in pity, worry, and fear when absolutely no one else cared! My anger turned to lightheartedness and laughter. And in that moment I knew everything was going to turn out just fine. I felt as though I
hall Al the time in tha wnrld

And everything did turn our
fine. When I got to the airport 15
minutes after the scheduled departure, the agent suggested I check
the gate. It turned out that the
flight had a short delay and was
being held.
What stands out about that cab
ride is that moment when I suddenly decided not to take my
thoughts so seriously. It's not that I
wasn't having thoughts of anger,
selfishness, or worry, but rather
that I simply made a conscious decision to turn my attention in another direction. I didn't argue with
myself, tell myself to think positively, bargain with my ego, or stop
looking at my watch. Instead, I merely turned my back on
the thoughts that were gripping me so fiercely. The moment I did that, my mind cleared, and I began to see what
had been right in front of me all along.
Traffic was moving, slowly but steadily. Since a lot of
other people were stuck in traffic, there were bound to be
other flights with empty seats. I could call ahead. I could
ask the cab driver to drop me off as close as possible to the

I

e're Creditek, the nationally
recognized revenue management and receivables
consulting, project management and
outsourcing company. We have
delivered hundreds of millions of
dollars of incremental cash flow and
profits for our clients.
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams for backlogs in billing, credit, collections,
deductions and reconciliations.
Strategic Receivables Outsourcing
includes turnkey billing, credit, collections, cash application, and customer
payment deductions.
Consulting Solutions provide best
practices revenue management consulting to compress the revenue cycle,
improving cash flow and working
capital.
Audit and Recovery of Claims and
Deductions provides expert outsource
and audit programs to validate and
recapture invalid customer deductions,
including "post audit" chargebacks.
Creditek Risk Management
Group, LLC provides domestic and
export insurance to manage reserves
and bad debt loss.
In a competitive economy, you've got
to look at business from a different
point of view. Call us today for immediate, long term solutions.

CRED/TEK

0

End-to-End Receivables Managemsnt-

Offices Nationwide

1- 800 - 216-4000
Ask for Tom Corbet,
VP Business Development, Ext. 411
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gate. A feeling of utter calm came
over me and with it a deep sense of
gratitude for how much my son
loved me, how lucky I was to work
with neat clients, and how appreciative I was of the efforts everyone in
the firm was making to serve our
clients' needs.
Since that day, it has become more
and more obvious to me that my
habit of always being in a hurry was
nothing more than the outward
manifestation of my innermost
thoughts. I was acting in accordance
with my inner state of mind. Ironically, one of the things that was taking time away from me and my family was my habit of paying undue attention to these harried thoughts.
Life presents many opportunities
and temptations, but we have the
power not to become helpless in the
face of them. Transcending reality is
nothing more than remembering
that we are the thinker. Reality is
simply our thoughts in action.
Changing our reality is nothing
more than realizing that we have the
power to step back from our
thoughts and contemplate the spaces
between them. It is in these spaces
that wisdom, common sense, and insight reside in a kind of timelessness
that some would call our divine
mind. This state of mind is the
source of all wisdom, a wisdom that
is timeless, transcendent, and total.
Paradoxically, the harder we chase
wisdom, the more elusive it becomes. In our hurry to act wisely,
the more foolishly we behave. The
more pressure we put on ourselves,
the less we act with common sense.
The more we worry, the further the
obvious answer slips away from us.
The more upset we become, the
more difficult it is to see the situation clearly and make adjustments.
You can't chase down wisdom.
14
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Wisdom can only be revealed, and
revelation is possible only when our
thoughts are tranquil. The very nature of insight, literally "sight from
within," is that it never answers directly with knowledge or words but
rather with the revelation —the taking of form —of whatever is being
sought.
So, if you want to allay the anxiety
that comes from being in a hurry to
catch a flight, don't set the alarm to
awaken you earlier. Instead, experience peace of mind and let the details of life take care of themselves.
Time slows down when our thoughts
aren't tumbling all over each other in
our urgency to get everything done.
Dreams begin to come true.
A colleague tells the story of how
she met her future husband. She was
in her early 30s and had all but given
up hope of ever finding a man she
truly loved. Then she simply forgot
about it, took a new job, moved
across the country, and began looking in other directions. In other
words, she just stopped paying attention to her obsessive thoughts of
finding the right man.
You can guess the rest. A co -worker invited her to play tennis, mixed
doubles, neglecting to mention that
the fourth player was a really cute
guy. They fell in love that day and
just a few months later decided to
get married.
Everyone has this source of wisdom
within them, just as we all have the
power to realize our dreams. But to
reach this deeper intelligence, we must
somehow transcend the anxieties created by our external needs and desires. When all the writer can think
about is disappointing his son because
of a missed flight, how can he find
common sense or peace of mind?
When a woman is blinded by her preoccupation with falling in love, how

can she ever find the right man?
The search for timeless beauty is a
journey that each person must take
for himself or herself, for the answers are within us. These answers
can never be explained, for they reveal themselves only as feelings,
which are nearly impossible to express in words. For instance, you
know that your thoughts are quiet
and calm only because you are feeling tranquil and peaceful. In this
quietude, thoughts based upon a
deeper intelligence arise and take
form quite apart from any conscious
action on your part!
Trying to achieve this state of
mind by positive thinking, physical
exercise, religious ceremony, or rigorous study may produce a short lived effect, but soon our habitual
thoughts return and the light fades.
These habitual thoughts relating to
busyness, pressure, or deadlines deny
us our God -given capacity to find
common sense.
Sages from the past caution us
that we cannot explain the search for
inner truth. Buddha asks us to forgo
our desires; Jesus, to trust in faith;
Mohammed, to submit to God's will;
Plato, to "know thyself." Ralph Waldo Emerson writes, "Man is a stream
whose source is hidden. Our being is
descending into us from we know
not whence:'
That is man's uniqueness, that he
can be aware of this source experienced as a feeling that takes form
right in front of his eyes moment after moment after moment. ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a
50- person consulting firm that helps
Fortune 500 companies improve the
relevance, value, and productivity of
staff functions. You can call Bob at
(617) 747 -5010 or e-mail him at
hgunn@gunn.partners.com.

Allow us to introduce ourselves. We're Deltek. For nearly two decades,
we've been busy developing innovative software and solutions automating
professional services organizations. So busy that we haven't spent much time
making our name known. Except, of course, for the thousands of companies we
serve worldwide.
We could do great things for your business. Our back office and front
office solutions help you win more business, strengthen customer relationships,
improve your cash flow and boost project profitability. Call us at 800 - 456 -2009
or visit our Web site at www.d elt ek.com. We'll make you glad you ran into us.
Project Accounting & Finance • CRM & Proposal Automation • Employee Time & Expense
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Taxes

I Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

The New Face of the IRS
IN OCTOBER 2000, AT AN IMA CO- SPONSORED
Figure 2. Naturally, many of these criteria are subjective,
seminar, local IRS representatives gathered in Albuquerque,
but they do give some idea of the types of situations
N.M., to present changes that are taking place nationally.
where assistance can be found. Although there is a Form
911,"Application for Taxpayer Assistance Order" (revised
Senior Commissioner Representative Walter Blood III
discussed the IRS reorganization under Commissioner
3- 2000), Martinez's group accepts cases by phone, letter,
Charles Rossotti. The idea behind the reorganization is a
or fax as well. If someone is aware of an ongoing probcustomer - service - driven IRS, including a new mission
lem, the "Advocacy Issue Submission Form" (revised 7statement: "Provide America's taxpayers top - quality serv2000, Form #12413) will be useful. The advocacy proice by helping them understand and meet their tax regram is "dedicated to preventing, reducing, or eliminating
sponsibilities and by applying the
the problems taxpayers encounter
tax law with integrity and fairness
in
the course of meeting their fedFigure 1. New IRS Organization
to all." This is a dramatic change
eral tax obligations" (Advocacy IsFour Operating Divisions
from the old mission statement
sue Submission Form, p.1).
1. Wage & Investment (most individuals)
that read along the lines of collectUnder congressional mandate,
2. Small Business / Self- Employed
ing the proper amount of tax at the
the IRS has a revamped appeals
3. Tax Exempt / Government Entities
least cost to the taxpayer.
process with new forms, publica4. Large & Mid -Sized Business
Although the new organization
tion(s), and even a new third level
Four Functional Units
(Figure 1) officially took effect Ocof appeals. This third level is still
1. Appeals
tober 2, 2000,the "master implewithin the IRS but has been re2. Taxpayer Advocate
mentation time horizon" has been
moved from the local situation to
3. Communication & Liaison
extended to 2002. "Tasks" remainimprove objectivity. The new law
4.
Criminal
Investigation
ing to be accomplished include "reprohibits the appeals agent from realigning the workload.' For inceiving
any communication from
National Headquarters (smaller role than
stance, by the year 2002, all of the
the original collection function
in the past)
nation's business returns will be
(revenue agents, etc.). The term beTwo Support Divisions (including IS)
handled by either Ogden, Utah
ing coined is no "ex parte" commu(52 %), or Cincinnati, Ohio(48 %.)
nication. [Reference: "Your Appeal
The former "Problem Resolution Office" is now called
Rights and How to Prepare a Protest If You Don't Agree,"
the "Taxpayer Advocate Service' Linda Martinez, the taxPublication 5, revised 1 -1999;"Offer in Compromise,"
payer advocate manager for New Mexico, provided a list
Form 656, revised 1 -2000; "Collection Appeal Rights," Pubof telephone numbers for the IRS, including the National
lication 1660, revised 1 -1999;and "Request for a Collection
Taxpayer Advocate's Helpline,(877) 777 -4778.She also
Due Process Hearing," Form 12153, revised 1- 1999.1
presented seven "case criteria" that the Taxpayer AdvoThe Service is focusing on "end -to -end accountability,"
cate's Service may be able to use to assist taxpayers. See
with "pre- filing, filing, and post - filing" efforts. An exam18
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00 management reports.
performance metrics.
7 market indicators,
mouse click? Sweet."

s Everest'" is more than just budgeting software. It's
based management portal that provides every manager
information, performance reports, and competitive
I with a single mouse click. Built to maximize the
- 1 1 .
„,

F

— Internet, Microsoft Excel, and centralized database

technologies, Everest provides revolutionary Web- based, analytic
capabilities unequalled in the industry. The result? Managers with
the information and tools to run their business more effectively.
Vital information at every managers fingertips?
It's Happening.

I I

Soft

TM

Adjust your budgeting attitudes. Call 203.964.3100
or visit us at www.outtooksoft.com

The Web Analytics Company'
Mic ro s oft
ITI MM ORR IN

Partner, Microsoft Data W arehouse Altiance 2000

pie given at a previous seminar was
from the understatement of tax, or 2)
the tax liability. But the second
the treatment by tax preparers of the
were later divorced from or deserted
spouse spends (and thus does not
Earned Income Credit (EIC). It
by your spouse. [Reference: "Innoremit) the $6,000 without telling the
turns out that there were approxicent Spouse Relief," Publication 971,
first spouse. In this case, the first
1998;
mately 400 tax preparers in the
revised December
"Request for
spouse may be able to get equitable
southwest district who calculated the
Innocent Spouse Relief," Form 8857,
relief for the $6,000 underpayment.
EIC improperly. To resolve the issue,
revised December 1998.1
Finally, the IRS is expanding the
the Service planned to visit the preRelief can also be sought under
e -file program to include payroll tax
parers in order to determine where
two new areas: "relief by separation
forms 940 and 941.For questions
rules were misapplied or misconcerning a -filing call (801)
understood. Although this
620 -7444 [Reference: Form
Figure 2. Taxpayer Advocate Case Criteria
seems uncomfortable to most
#8633,"Application to Particiof us, the IRS was going out to
• Taxpayer is suffering or about to suffer a signifipate in the IRS a -file Program,"
cant hardship.
educate, not issue preparer
revised July 20001.
Taxpayer
is
facing
an
immediate
threat
of
adpenalties.
•
Of course many of these
verse action.
Approximately 60 different
changes have taken place to
"Audit Technical Guides" are
• Taxpayer will incur significant costs if relief is
benefit the taxpayer, but, with
not
granted
(including
fees
for
professional
available for the public to buy.
any policy change, there may be
representation).
These are the actual guides
trade -offs between the current
used by IRS auditors for all of
• Taxpayer will suffer irreparable injury or longand former systems. On Februterm adverse impact if relief is not granted.
the different industries, such
ary 2, 2000,Reuters reported
as manufacturing or construc• Taxpayer has experienced a delay of more than
that the IRS "collections from
30
calendar
days
to
resolve
a
tax
related
prob$3
tion. Prices range from to
delinquent taxpayers were off
lem or inquiry.
$28 and can be ordered by
by $2 billion when compared
Taxpayer
has
not
received
a
response
or
resolu•
phone at (202) 512 -1800.
to 1996 figures.' Commissioner
tion
to
their
problem
by
the
date
promised.
Another change addressed
Rossotti "acknowledged the
at the seminar is in the area of
• A system(s) or procedure(s) has either failed to
agency had problems impleoperate as intended or failed to resolve the tax"innocent spouse relief." Under
menting a section of the law
payer's problem or dispute within the IRS.
the tax law, a divorced or
that would hold IRS agents acabandoned spouse who had
countable for abuses in the colpreviously filed a joint return
lection process. Rossotti further
can apply for relief if three criteria
of liability" and "equitable relief."
said the agency was doing a better
are met. The first is "an understateRelief by separation of liability aljob assuring agents that simple misment of tax due to erroneous items
lows a person to allocate or divide
takes would not result in punishof your spouse" (Publication 971, p.
the understatement between the
ment or job loss." (Reuters). But as
2).Previous law required the underspouses. Under equitable relief, a
Commissioner Rossotti pointed out,
statement to be more than $500.
spouse may be relieved of his or her
"I do think we have gotten past the
New law has no de minimis rule and
tax responsibility when it would be
first stage. We want to respect taxno minimum threshold amount. The
unfair to hold that person liable and
payer rights. We also have to collect
second criterion is "having no
that person doesn't qualify for "inthe taxes." (AP) ■
knowledge of or reason to know of
nocent spouse relief" or "separation
understatement at the time you
of liability." Equitable relief also proNick DeCandia, an engineering gradsigned the joint return:' The final crivides for relief from underpayment
uate of the University of Notre Dame
terion asks whether "taking into acof taxes that were stated properly. To
and a finance /accounting graduate of
count all facts and circumstances, it
illustrate, a couple files a joint tax rethe University ofNew Mexico, reached
would be unfair to hold you liable
turn that shows a tax liability of
a supervisory level in corporate acfor understatement:' Indicators in
$10,000. The couple pays $4,000
counting while he was working. He redetermining unfairness are listed as
with the return and they take a loan
cently switched roles with his wife to
1) received any significant benefit
of $6,000 to pay the remainder of
become Mr. Mom.
18
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Starting Salaries Rise for Financial
Professionals I Kathy Williams, Editor

CANYOUAFFORD
HEALTHBENEFITS?

AS COMPANIES CONTINUE TO FIGHT TO GET THE BEST ACCOUNTING AND

finance professionals, they're offering higher starting salaries and competitive benefits
packages. For 2001, starting salaries are expected to go up an average of 6.9% compared to
4.7% last year. And as far as salary increases go, large companies will offer the highest
increases. For example, accountants with one to three years' experience should see an 1 1 %
increase in base compensation at large companies while managers will see a 10.9%
increase. And starting salaries for senior accountants at companies with more than $250
million in sales probably will rise 11.5 %. These are just a few statistics from the 2001
Robert Half and Accountemps Salary Guide released last month.
And companies expect financial professionals to have a broader range of skills than ever
before. For example:
• Technology expertise is as basic a job requirement in accounting as financial knowledge. Businesses require spreadsheet and database application skills at a minimum and
often seek experience with integrated software packages. And financial managers who
have worked on financial systems conversions are highly sought after
and usually command higher salaries.
• Communication skills are in high demand. Businesses seek professionals who can work well with others and who can communicate complex information
both in writing and verbally. These skills are especially
important for those who participate on project teams
and interact with nonfinancial coworkers.
• General business knowledge is particularly desirable for accountants and finance
professionals because companies are relying on them to help with overall strategic planning. And it's also helpful if these professionals hold some sort of certification, preferably
a CMA (certified management accountant) or CPA (certified public accountant). Also
desirable are CFM (certified in financial management), CPP (certified payroll professional), CCE (certified credit executive), and PFS (personal financial specialist).
Specialists most in demand are:
• Staff and senior accountants who can manage such functions as providing account
reconciliation, preparing financial statements, and preparing budgets.
• Cost accountants in the manufacturing and services industries that will review all
continued on page 24
costs associated with producing products or services, develop

Small employers
without health insurance coverage say
affordability probl e m s f o r them a n d
their employees are
the main reason for
the lack of coverage,
according to a recent
survey by the
Employee Benefit
Research Institute,
Consumer Health
Education Council,
and B1ueCross
B1ueShield Assn. And
many companies are
unaware of the new
rights and regulations that would help
them gain coverage
as well as tax breaks
they could use if they
provided coverage.
For more information and to get a
copy of the survey,
titled "2000 Small
Employer Health Benefits Survey," contact
Paul Fronstin at EBRI
at (202) 775 -6352 or
Fonstin@ebri.org. ■
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YOU DO THINGS "BECAUSE OF" A GREAT LEADER BUT T 0 0 OFTEN ONLY "I N

7

[ETHICS]

INPUT

SLOWINGDOWN
IenjoyedBobGunn'sarticleinthe
October2000issueofStrateis
Financemagazine.Somekey
thoughtsoftruththatappealedto
meweretheslowingdowntogetin
touchwithyourbasicvalues.Iparticuladylikedthecommentson
self-helpandone-minutemanager
thatfillsupavailableminutesinan
alreadycrowdedschedule.
Istartedmyowncompany
almostfiveyearsagoandaman
interimfinancialcontroller.Ihave
helpeda$10MMtoastermanufacturerovercome
incompetentoffspringandenabled
himtopositionhis
companytobesold,
helpedruna$40
MMFormicaglue
factoryonLong
Islandwhereits
biggestcompetitor
tookitover,andmostrecently
helpeda$10MMbuscompanyin
Worcesterimplementafullyintegratedaccountingsystem.
Inalloftheseinstances,the
actofslowingthingsdownand
focusingonthekeyfeatures
enabledtheprojectstobesuccessful.AsmuchasIcould,I
helpedpeopleunderstandtheirsituationsothattheycouldbetter
prepareforthetransition.Asan
interimfinancialcontroller,the
mostchallengingpieceofthesesituationsisenablingthepeople
involvedtoaccepttheirresponsibilityandunderstandhowthe
changeswillimpacttheirworklife.
22
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New SEC Ethics Rules Affect Financial
Managers I Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor
THE SEC AND THE BIG 5 /AICPA HAVE FINALLY SETTLED THEIR LONG- RUNNING

battle over needed revisions in the ethics rules concerning external auditor independence. Although representatives of the Independence Standards Board (ISB) at the SEC
public hearings strongly suggested that the ISB was the proper body to set these rules,
the SEC was unwilling to wait the two or so years for the current ISB Conceptual
Framework Exposure Draft (ED) (available at http:www / /cpaindel2endence.grg) to
evolve into a final standard.
The ISB document defines independence as "freedom from those pressures and
other factors that compromise, or can reasonably be expected to compromise, an auditor's ability to make unbiased audit decisions." On the other hand, the new SEC rule
speaks of auditor independence in terms of both fact and appearance.
The rule states that, to determine independence, an auditor /client relationship
should be examined in terms of whether it: (a) creates a mutual or
conflicting interest between the auditor and client, (b) places the
auditor in the position of auditing his or her own work, (c) results
in the auditor acting as management or as an employee of the
audit client, or (d) places the auditor in a position of being an
advocate for their client.
The ISB ED and new SEC rules provide guidance for audit committees to use in their annual independence evaluation required to
be performed pursuant to the stock exchange rules issued as a
result of recommendations by the SEC's earlier Blue Ribbon Committee. NYSE Rule 303.01 states that audit committees are responsible "for recommending that the Board of Directors take appropriate action in response to the outside
auditors' report to satisfy itself of the outside auditors' independence." The NASD has a
similar rule.
The most contentious issues in the SEC rules involved the trend toward CPAs pro viding increasing amounts of nonaudit services to audit clients. Of most concern were
information systems design and implementation and internal audit services. In order
for an external auditor to maintain independence, provision of either of these services
to an audit client requires specific actions by the client.
These are:
1. Acknowledgment that the audit client's management accepts the responsibility for
establishing and maintaining an adequate system of internal accounting controls.
2. Designation of the senior management individuals responsible for project direction who ensure that management makes all substantive decisions concerning the
engagement.
3. Management evaluation of (a) the adequacy of the design and implementation of
the hardware or software system; (b) adequacy of the auditing procedures and significance of findings resulting from internal auditing services.
c o n t i n u e d o n page 24
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Corporate Audit Committees Must
Gear Up I Stephen Barlas, Editor
THE SEC'S NEW RULES ON AUDITOR
independence will go into effect
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The Inner Work of Leaders
leaders I have ever met.

* RECENTLY I LEFT MY POSITION AS A

It's hard to say what separates a good

senior financial analyst with one of the
major tel ecommuni cati on compa nies and

manager from a great leader. Perhaps the

7HE

joined a consulting firm, working in the field
of business intelligence software applica-

INNER
K

distinction is that you do things "because of - a

RS

good manager. Perhaps it's the consistency of

M

tions. During my tenure, I had the distinct
pleasure of working for one G'nee Andrulis,

great leader but too often only "in spite of a
character or the soft but undeniable motiva-

network operations director for the Business
Management group. Fr om the day I inter-

tional "fingerprint" only leaders seem to be
R A I A A R A MA C K O H

viewed with her, through my final days, I

" G A .V

VEI

*

able to maintain and to exert effectively. One
builds absolute trust, while the other guaran-

was amazed at this high- energy, tenacious, ever -

tees the necessary results without feeling manipulat-

smiling, unpretentious, charismatic Irish lady, who

ed. Certainly my old team gave all it could "because

D

possessed astounding interpersonal, analytical, tech-

of" this fine leader. How ironic it was that as I sat mus-

W

nical, and multitasking skills. In my career of 20+

ing over my experiences under her tutelage I should

ye ar s, I h ave me t man y good man a ge rs who d id n't

receive a book on leadership to review!

Z

z

J

b e ar the 'official" title but still possessed the prerequi-

As I read Th e I n n e r Wo r k o f L e a d e r s , I recognized

site ability to motivate people. Of all these folks, this

the many attributes that great leaders share and that

director is probably one of, if not the, most gifted

I had witnessed firsthand.
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[ E T H I C S ] cont'd from p. 22

[ G O V ' T ] cont'd from p. 23

4. Avoidance of relying on the
accountant's work as the primary
basis for management's determination of the adequacy of internal controls or financial reporting systems.
There's a small company exception (under $200 million in assets)
pertaining to the provision of internal auditing services. In all other
cases, the external auditor may provide no more than 40% of the hours
expended on internal auditing activities related to internal accounting
controls, financial systems, and
financial statements.
The new proxy statement disclosures require total fees paid to the
external auditor to be broken into
three parts. These are: (a) audit of
annual financial statements and
quarterly review, (b) financial information systems design and implementation, and (c) all other, such as
internal auditing and other consulting. Further, a specific disclosure is
required as to whether the audit
committee or board has considered
whether the nonaudit services provided are compatible with maintaining the principal accountant's
independence.
Audit committees, financial managers, and internal auditors should
make sure their activities conform to
the new rules. Although the rules are
already effective, there are transition
rules for provisions requiring a long
start -up. For example, 18 months are
allowed for companies that have totally outsourced their internal auditing
to make new arrangements. ■

be a statement on this issue in the
financial statements. The SEC said
that it hopes this new requirement
will lead to a "robust and probing"
analysis by the audit committees.

Curtis C. Uerschoor, CMA, CPA, CIA,
CFE, Ed-D., is the Ledger & Quill
Research Professor, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, Chicago.
His e-mail address is cverscho@
con dor.depaul.edu.
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FSC Change Not
Enough for EU
Congress finally passed and President Clinton signed the bill rewriting the Foreign Sales Corporation
(FSC) provision in the tax law to
accommodate charges by the European Union, upheld by the World
Trade Organization, that the provision was illegal. The change allows
U.S. exporters to get the same U.S.
tax credits, but they don't have to
funnel export sales through offshore
dummy corporations. But five days
after Clinton signed the bill, the EU
said the change didn't go far enough.
It has asked the WTO for authority
for imposing a whopping $4.4 billion in import duties on a range of
U.S. products.

Approval and Disclosure of
Stock Options ... the Next
Hornet's Nest?
Arthur Levitt also is "deeply concerned" that many companies make
stock option grants to both executives plus other employees, thereby
allowing the company to bypass
shareholder approval. The New York
Stock Exchange, which provides such
an exemption, is moving to eliminate it, but only on condition that
Nasdaq, which also offers the same
exemption, does likewise. But Nasdaq is digging its feet in. "Let me
assure you that the Commission will
not stand idle if this important
shareholder protection is not soon
forthcoming," Levitt told the Securities Industry Association. Moreover,
apart from the issue of shareholder

approval, Levitt said that he expects
the SEC to propose a rule that would
require companies to disclose all
option grants that would dilute
existing shareholder equity.

Looking for Audits in
All the Right Places
You remember the song "Looking
for Love in All the Wrong Places "?
Well, Lori Richards, the director of
the office of compliance inspections
and examinations at the SEC, put
some new words to that tune at a
recent AICPA conference focusing
on securities brokers and dealers.
The SEC does periodic examinations
of the books for that subgroup within the financial industry. Richards'
take on the old song was "Looking
for Internal Audits in all the Right
Places:' She emphasized that SEC
examinations were shifting from a
top -to -bottom examination
approach to a more targeted
approach where the examiner looks
more closely at the company's internal controls. As part of this shift, she
affirmed the SEC's determination to
review a "sample of internal audit
reports" in some circumstances. ■
[ N E W S ] cont'd from p. 21

depreciation schedules, and help
companies reduce expenses to
improve profitability.
• Accounts payable personnel to
manage incoming invoices as companies increase their purchasing
activity to support business growth
and accounts receivable personnel to
process the payments.
• The Salary Guide also offers tips
on creating good benefits packages,
tips on negotiating salaries, and salary
comparisons throughout the United
States. To get a copy of the booklet,
visit www.rhii.com, and click on the
Resource Center section. ■
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Outsource
YOUR BUSINESS
Processes?
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C H R I S T I N E

DIRK

, CPA

If business process outsourcing (BPO) needed a couple of
bombshells to make a name for itself in t he business world,
recently announced nine - figure deals between Big 5 accounting
consultants and behemoths like BP Amoco, Bank of America,
and General Motors have presumably done the trick.
Yet the impression these deals seem to have left is that BPO is
primarily for the Fortune 100 aristocracy. That's too bad,
because it's wrong.
J an ua r y 2 0 0 1 I STRATEGIC FINANCE
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Many of the Fortune 100 have been among the leaders
in outsourcing some of their business processes because
they've been in the best position to see the benefits they
could derive from it. They've had to concentrate a great
deal of capital and human resources in developing their
own business processes, like the finance and accounting
systems needed to manage far -flung corporate operations. Having learned what it takes to do best -in -class
business processing, huge corporations often recognize
that outsourcing these functions can be an important
part of their strategies — expediting long- needed
changes and improving their competitive
advantage in a tightening marketplace. It's

As a result, executives gain the freedom and flexibility to
concentrate on what they do best. BPO is, in this sense, liberating and strategically valuable. Geoffrey Moore, in his
latest book, Living on the Fault Line, says it's critical that a
company focus its management's time and talent on those
functions that will directly differentiate company offerings.
Not to do so confines valuable executives to maintenance
tasks that don't add to shareholder value. To quote him,
"Any behavior that can raise your stock price is core —
everything else is context." So, unless the CFO's time—
spent on solving finance department personnel issues
or attending myriad meetings regarding his or
her department's process improvement

BPO provider CAN OFFER ...DELIVERY OF
THE COMPANY'S key performance
indicatorS---WHENANDWHEREVERTHEY NEED THEM.
A GOOD

predicted that by 2003 almost half the

{

"

companies that are implementing enterprise
systems, integrated software, and technology will
turn this work over to outsourcers (Digital System Report,
Spring 2000).
But business process outsourcing can work for any size
company, especially companies with sales of $250 million
and more. The sooner they recognize it, the better off
these companies will be from a strategic and competitive
standpoint. That's because BPO isn't just a convenience —
it's a competitive weapon.

HOWITSTARTED
Business process outsourcing began to emerge in the
mid- 1990s, but it erupted in the last year or two with the
growth of the Internet and the recognition that noncore
yet critical processes can, and often should, be handled
offsite by contractors. Companies that in the 1980s and
early 1990s were consolidating services —like account ing—in one location are now realizing that they can take
the next step. They can hand off responsibility for these
services to a single provider who also services other companies and thereby garner the advantages of economies of
scale.
A good BPO provider frees financial and other executives from having to recruit and retain qualified back -office
personnel and provide them with sophisticated technology.
28
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goals —is actually increasing shareholder
value, it isn't time well spent.
Outsourcing can also be strategically valuable in
the quality of the information it provides. A good
provider— because of its wide experience with a variety
of clients and because business processes are its single
focus —can offer better information that's more focused
and more timely. In short, a good BPO provider can offer
corporate decision makers timely and accurate information. This includes delivery of the company's key performance indicators —as determined by the executives who
need them —when and wherever they need them. And
this might mean access to the information while they're
on business in Asia or visiting grandma over the holidays.
For many middle- market companies, getting the right
information at the right time has become increasingly
challenging.
♦ For some it's the challenge faced with exponential
growth, which requires rapid scalability. And when this
growth is due to the acquisition of or merger with another company, whose accounting is likely to be on a different platform, the conversion process to a single system
can be lengthy and expensive.
♦ For others it's the difficulty of receiving real -time
financial information, which can be an impossibility
when simply closing the books is a painful 10- to 15-day
process of gathering information from disparate depart-

•

Look for knowledge and experience:
Select a provider with knowledge of more than a single enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system so that recommendations are un-

•

biased and can best match your company's particular industry.
Plan ahead —be sure your selection criteria include scalability. Can

♦

EstaWlsh key performance lndWaW

:

your provider support your growth and deliver acquisition support?
Your company's key performance indicators (as determined by
you) should be a part of the BPO provider's service delivery and
should be timely, accurate, and easily accessible.

♦

Select a company sponsor:
Pick an internal sponsor or project manager to serve as a liaison
to your BPO provider. This point person should have the knowledge to execute the necessary tasks and the support from inside
the organization to do so. Don't let internal politics undermine the

♦

progress.
Determine reasonable timelines:
Establish reasonable expectations. If you force a rushed, unrealistic transition, you both may be dissatisfied with the outcomes.

♦

Avoid scope creep:
Maintain a focused vision of your project's purpose. When an enterprisewide system is being implemented, new functionality is
discovered. Your company can derail the project's timelines by
asking for additional features or processes that are outside the
project's original scope.
Forest'bl micromanagemsnt:
Once you've done your due diligence and identified the outcomes
you expect, allow your BPO provider to determine what processes

ments. In a world where timely decision
making is critical to a company's strategic
management, a comprehensive and accurate company picture is essential to sustaining that competitive edge.
Many now have international opera tions that present them with problems that
are difficult and expensive to address, like
the challenges with multiple- currency
reporting and varying accounting practices
between countries. These added complications must be addressed by having a common platform on which to communicate
between countries and their various business units.
Others lack the capital resources to
keep up with the rapid technological
changes in business processes.
Outsourcing lets these companies
replace the sunk -cost model with a rental
model, just as companies did when they
stopped buying automobiles for select
employees and started leasing them. The
result? Costs become optimal and pre dictable. One of the best examples is tech nology. Smaller companies especially don't
have the money to invest in constantly
upgrading computers and other equipment. But they don't have to do so anymore because the technology the BPO
provider offers is continuously updated.
*

CHOOSING

*

THINGS TO CONSIDER

to use to deliver those outcomes. Their expertise is in improving
processes, so don't tie their hands or fail to make use of their
experience.

•

Consider cultural issues:
Evaluate the BPO provider's corporate culture against your own.
Often, many of your employees may end up on the payroll of the
BPO provider. Corporate collisions have damaged many otherwise

•

beneficial partnerships.
Look for a BPO provider who maximizes teams in their company's
organizational structure. Teams that are tailored to each phase of
the implementation and transition take advantages of synergy,
creativity, and a multitude of skill packages.

♦

Value your people:
Keep your people informed through each phase of the transition,
and encourage two-way communication. Work out a deal that's fair
and compassionate (whether they are outplaced or outsourced),
and select a BPO provider that demands the same.

HOWTHEPROCESSWORKS
Here's the model that we and a few other
companies are developing to make all this
work.
The provider starts by working with the
client to determine what information the
client needs to manage the business and
make informed decisions. Does the client
want to gather information on a regional
basis, by business line, or both? Does the
client want information about margins?
Cash flow? Aging of customer receivables?
Does the client want revenue figures by
product, client, geography, or all three?
What are the other important metrics?
And are the client's processes up -to -date
and efficient? The BPO provider uses best
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practices to design business processes that will capture
the necessary information.
In any industry, perhaps as much as 80% of the business processes can be considered standard. That means a
BPO provider can come to its clients with a proven blueprint for the majority of their processes. Expertise of that
sort enables the BPO provider to offer not only superior
insight and speed of implementation, but also its proven
process methodology and software expertise.
The remaining 20% of business processes usually need
to be customized. Again, the BPO provider's wide expertise enables it to design processes quickly and cost effectively, and, at the same time, to be best in class. For
example, this may include technologies like imaging and
workflow in high - volume transaction processing environ-

cheaper and more convenient.
Once the processes and the technology are in place, it's
time to take a look at staffing. A full- service outsourcing
company provides the processors who handle accounts
payable, accounts receivable, payroll, general ledger
accounting, fixed assets, preparation of financial statements, and other processes.
These individuals usually work at a shared services
center, located wherever prices for real estate and skilled
labor dictate. They don't have to be near the client. Some
may be former employees of the client who have moved
over to the BPO provider's payroll. All are experienced
financial and accounting professionals, attracted to the
BPO provider in part because its core competency is in
their area of expertise. The draw here is that outsourcing

BPO

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH A SYSTEMS INTGRATOR, THE
p r o v i d e r W O R K S W I T H ITS CLIENT TO d e s i g n T H E

processes

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS AND THE SOFTWARE TO MAKE THE

ment or special project accounting functionality provided
to clients with many consultants in the field.
In partnership with a systems integrator, the BPO
provider works with its client to design the accounting
systems and the software to make the processes work. B y
working this way, the BPO provider can serve as the
client contact while the integrator stays behind the
scenes. This involves a combination of enterprise software integration as well as the customization necessary
for the client to meet their reporting needs. The specifics
will vary from customer to customer and industry to
industry.
Then the BPO provider partners with an Application
Service Provider (ASP) to host the hardware and the
software needed to make the processes work. It's the
ASP's responsibility to ensure that the data lines and
software are operating 24X7, removing the burden of
both ownership and maintenance from the client. Some
clients communicate with their ASPS over secure data
lines, but most are shifting to the Internet because it's
30
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work,
can lead to better opportunities for financial professionals
because they can move from the company's back office to
the BPO's front office —and they get all the associated
benefits of being a contributor to their company's core
focus.
But the BPO provider may not require as many
employees to handle the future -state accounting functions as the company employed —due to processing efficiencies, workflow, technology, economies of scale, etc.
But a people- focused BPO provider can, and should,
make the transition process a pleasant one for both those
who are hired by the BPO provider and for those who
aren't. The steps usually involve: 1) offering temporary
contracts to all employees to allow for an effective transitional period, 2) interviewing the company's current
accounting professionals (to determine the stellar performers whose cultural values match those of the BPO
provider), and 3) offering permanent employment and/or
relocation packages to the employees selected and willing.
For those employees who aren't offered permanent

employment contracts, the BPO provider should provide
outplacement services, which may include employment
counseling, job placement services, and a severance package. Employee satisfaction is vital to the successful outsourcing relationship and shouldn't be overlooked or
undervalued.
In the shared service center environment, these
employees perform similar services for more than one
client —an approach that creates still more economies of
scale. And even though it may seem otherwise, each client
receives personal service. Your BPO provider should offer
tools to enable the client decision makers access to a dedicated account manager. Another option, in addition to
the use of pagers, e- mails, and phones, is the use of a customized Web -based BPO information portal that provides the client immediate access to the account
information they need.
An additional benefit with this new model is that companies who opt to outsource some of their processes can
be based anywhere in the world and can have numerous
office locations. Web - enabled products with multinational, multi- language, and multi - currency capabilities can be
accessed by anyone with proper security, anywhere.

HOWTOGETTHEMOSTFROMOUTSOURCING
Business process outsourcing may sound good, but there
are three critical issues every company needs to deal with
if they want it to succeed. You'll need to:
♦ Contract with a provider at which BPO is a strategic
part of the business.
As the market for business process outsourcing
expands, so will the number of companies offering it. But
many of them won't have BPO as a core competency.
They have merely forced internal scope creep to take
advantage of a larger market share, which means a client
has requested additional services beyond the scope of the
provider's core expertise. These companies won't offer the
kind of cutting -edge expertise that comes from focusing
on BPO and gaining from experiences with a wide range
of clients. They're the equivalent of hiring a general practitioner for your quadruple bypass.
♦ View your relationship with the BPO as a true partnership in which they are advising you.
You have selected your BPO provider. You have established a Service Level Agreement. Now remember, this is
a partnership, not merely a vendor /supplier relationship. Plan to give your BPO partner in -depth expected
outcomes, but don't expect to tell them how to go about
accomplishing these goals. Let them do what they do

well. Also, encourage your company to implement the
recommended internal process improvements that will
allow efficiency improvements for the BPO provider. In
order to achieve optimal efficiency the client must cooperate and make adjustments that will benefit the overall
implementation. In other words, you must "Help them
to help you." Not only will this effort reward your bottom line, but it will give you a competitive edge in
strategic decision making. An example might be that
your BPO provider is encouraging the use of paperless
invoice approvals using imaging and workflow, but your
department heads are used to approving hard copies
that are routed via interoffice mail. This streamlining
and automation can create efficiencies that will allow
advantages like up -to- the - minute information for the
client who is calling about the status of an invoice as
well as improving the company's cash management.
♦ Pay special attention to the human dimension in moving to an outside provider.
Inevitably, any shift to an outsourcer produces employee concern. That's true even if the BPO provider hires
many of the same people who had been working for the
client, as is often the case in this industry. Ideally, being
hired by a provider should be a boon to employees who
had been handling the same functions when they were
direct employees of the client. No longer are these
employees expensive support staff. Now they provide
their employer's core competency and bottom -line
results. The BPO provider delivers such people more
opportunities for professional growth and a supportive
environment while the client benefits from knowledgeable workers.
At least that's how this model should work. Companies
hiring a BPO provider ought to be concerned that that's
how it will work.
Small and midsize companies can benefit from business process outsourcing just as much as the giants. But
they need to make sure they know how to take advantage
of the opportunity. As more and more companies come
to recognize the value in BPO, they should also come to
recognize the critical issues. ■
Christine Kirk, CPA, is CEO of LeapSource, an emerging
leader in the rapidly expanding business process outsourcing (BPO) market. Before co-founding LeapSource, she was
a partner at Arthur Andersen, where she headed the BPO
practice in the United States. LeapSource is based in
Tempe, Ariz. You can contact them at in-fo @leapsource.com
or (480) 902 -3800.
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unleashing the value in the supply chain
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n their mad dash to increase profits, companies today face
two major challenges: satisfy each customer's diverse needs

and wants, and keep costs as low as possible. The two seem at
odds with each other. But an increasing number of businesses
are using a customer - driven approach to supply chain management (SCM) to rise up to both challenges.
Many financial managers still view supply chain management
primarily as a mechanism to improve profits through cost containment. It's a rare company that can improve long -term profitability as well as its competitive position in a growing economy
through cost cutting alone. In fact, if cost cutting goes too far,
businesses may unknowingly eliminate or veto services and
product features that represent opportunities to provide cus-
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tomers with superior value. That's why firms must think not
only�of�cost�containment,�but�also—�seriously�—about�customer
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Effective SCM does both: It focuses just as much on
meeting customer needs as it does on cutting costs with
more efficient operations. In fact, a 1999 IMA research
study by Robin Cooper and Regine Slagmulder, Supply
Chain Management for the Lean Enterprise, detailed how a
firm's cost structure depends on the management of the
supply chain. If cost structure depends on supply chain
management, then this topic is worth taking seriously. So
here's a look at your role in helping supply chain management succeed at your company as well as an introduction to automatic replenishment programs and reverse
logistics programs.

YOURROLE
Financial professionals have been challenged to look
beyond cost control and assume a greater role in the
strategic direction of the firm. Embracing a customer driven focus presents many tangible opportunities for

vi,

you to participate in your company's strategic planning
and business decision making. Look at it this way: You'll
also be perceived as a valued member of the management
team. Remember that when you evaluate the worth of
value- creating supply chain programs that have the
potential to attract and keep customers, you shouldn't let
cost - containment objectives dominate. We realize this is
difficult to do. But taking a narrow focus only reinforces
the stereotype of financial professionals as sideline
record - keeping observers.
Of course, financial professionals can't wear rose colored glasses either. While many companies openly claim to be customer driven, we know that
most tend to be more asset driven. Most of
us work in this type of environment.
LEI
Managerial effort, performance evaluation, and rewards are all based
primarily on internally focused efficiency and productivity metrics (like
order fill rate and cycle time consistency) rather than on customer satisfaction issues.
Adopting a customer - driven perspective enables firms to view SCM as a vehicle

for creating market value rather than simply controlling
costs. But before you can recognize the importance of a
customer - driven SCM perspective, you need to appreciate
the differences between customer- and asset - driven
approaches to supply chain management. Here's the distinction: Asset- driven businesses focus on cost- and efficiency- oriented approaches, while customer - driven firms
allocate equal importance to staying in touch with
customers to evaluate how current service offerings are
perceived.
A sound appreciation for this important distinction
will enhance your credibility when you're operating in
cross - functional teams. To encourage a more customer driven focus, managers must work across functional
boundaries. Effective SCM is crucial to the survival of the
whole organization, so it shouldn't be viewed as the
domain of one group. To this end, be sensitive to the
sizable opportunities resulting from a more customer driven SCM perspective.

SUPERIORSERVICE
Customers value (and are often willing to pay a premium
for) high - quality service, flexibility, customization, and
responsiveness. But while you pursue optimal service levels, you must ensure that you don't waste your company's
efforts and resources. You need to become extremely
familiar with customers' operations because supply chain
management is essentially a trade -off between cost and
service. To get to know them, consistently communicate
with customers so your firm fully meets their
requirements. At customer - driven companies senior managers may spend as much
as one day a week meeting with customers at their locations. They also
regularly gather and evaluate customer service and satisfaction data
and routinely hold problem - solving
meetings with customers. Essentially
walking around in customers' brains
W ensures there are no misunderstandings about the importance that customers assign to the services you offer. (It

ap

walking around in customers' brains ensures there
are no misunderstandings about the importance that
customers assign to the services you offer
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really makes no difference what value you assign to services if customers don't perceive them as valuable.)
Many companies are finding it increasingly difficult to
compete on price, product features, and /or
advertising/promotion. In some cases, more effective service in the supply chain may be the only way you can
meaningfully distinguish yourself from competitors. Commodity -type businesses
know this scenario well. Companies
that provide groceries and car parts,
for example, have little choice but to
compete on superior service. Rather
than limiting promotional efforts to
the products they offer, companies
can promote value -added services in
which those physical products are
embedded. For example, manufacturing
firms Unisys Corp. and Becton Dickinsi

develop exchange relationships in which the seller replenishes or restocks inventory based on actual product usage
and stock -level information provided by the buyer. Traditional forecast - driven product ordering processes are
essentially eliminated, and daily sales data determine
restocking quantities. But replenishment isn't totally
automatic. To generate lower levels of inventoInd fewer stock -outs for customers,
uppliers and manufacturers may have
to hold significantly more inventory
and expend considerably more staff
time to administer the program
effectively. It does pay off. Kimberly Clark, Campbell Soup, and Procter
& Gamble have each leveraged ARPs
to add value for their customers.
The Wall Street Journalrecently
)rted that Kimberly -Clark has imple-

at campbell soup, the arp reduced inventories in
retailer distribution centers by 50 %, while service
levels improved from 98.7% to 99.5%
have produced promotional materials that detail how
their distribution services can be tailored to fit the
unique requirements of specific customers.

VALUE-CREATINGSUPPLYCHAINMANAGEMENT
PROGRAMS
Well- executed automatic replenishment and reverse
logistics programs can significantly help companies differentiate themselves from competitors. Undoubtedly,
such programs are expensive, time - consuming, and
often don't yield immediate financial benefit. Don't let
this scare you off because they're worth the effort. In
addition to potential cost savings, these processes put
the business closer to the customer, offering significant
opportunities for firms to further satisfy and better
serve clients. Let's now take a look at what automatic
replenishment programs and reverse logistics programs
have to offer.

AutomaticReplenishmentPrograms
Automatic replenishment programs (ARPs) create value
by substituting information for inventory to reduce overall stock levels in the distribution channel. Companies

mented ARPs for 44 retailers of its products. The results?
Closer relationships with customers such as Costco and
savings of more than $200 million over the past two
years. Kimberly -Clark CEO Wayne Sanders points to the
ARP program as a source of competitive advantage and
expects to save an additional $75 million in FY 2000.
Initial evaluations at Campbell Soup indicated that the
ARP reduced inventories in retailer distribution centers
(DCs) by 50 %,while service levels improved from 98.7%
to 99.5 %.Campbell Soup uses automatic replenishment
to ship products from its manufacturing plant warehouses to retailer distribution centers from which stores are
restocked. Every weekday morning retail customers send
their current inventory positions and sales data from the
DCs to Campbell Soup via electronic data interchange.
Based on this information, Campbell Soup then sends
resupply shipments to the retailer DCs.
Procter & Gamble saved its retailer customers more
than $65 million over an 18-month period, largely
through using ARP to collaborate with retailers regarding
the stocking of inventory. P &G has estimated that out -ofstocks can run retailers as much as 11% of annual sales.
Automatic replenishment helps P &G achieve greater inteJan uary 2 0 0 1
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gration within its operations, and closer customer linkages have enhanced trade relations.

ReverseLogisticsPrograms
Traditionally, manufacturers have focused on adding value
during the original sale and distribution process. Yet
goods need to be disposed of, returned, or exchanged. Successful reverse logistics pushes returns back through the
pipeline and, when feasible, recovers some of the value.
Reverse logistics programs address various problems
such as product defects (recall), customer dissatisfaction
(exchange), returns (damage), and redistributions (seasonal and excess inventory). Recycling programs also fall
under the reverse logistics umbrella, as does the disposition of hazardous or obsolete equipment. Effective
reverse logistics processes can benefit a company and its
customers in a direct financial sense by controlling costs.
Indirect benefits of a reverse logistics program, such as
better corporate image and increased levels of customer
satisfaction, may also add value.
Businesses must be prepared and equipped to handle
product recalls and returns. Poorly planned recalls can
significantly damage consumer confidence in a brand as

was the case with Audi in the mid-1980s.In contrast,
Black & Decker displayed an extremely high level of customer commitment in the recall of its Spacemaker Plus
Coffeemaker. The company used several months of database marketing, personal letters, and media campaigns to
achieve an unprecedented 9 2 % return rate for the defective product. The combination of effective information
management and reverse logistics protected value by
maintaining customer goodwill and safeguarding the reputation of the Black & Decker brand.
Customer service initiatives, social responsibility, and
increasingly stringent legislation are steadily driving up
the number of product recalls. The U.S. Product Safety
Commission mandated 221 recalls affecting eight million product units in 1988;in 1997,there were 362
recalls covering about 76 million product units. Major
recalls can involve several million units and significant
financial costs. For example, Intel's well - publicized
recall of five million chips resulted in a one -time charge
of $475 million, while Ford Motor Company recalled
8.7 million cars and light trucks due to an ignition
switch thought to be responsible for nearly 900 ignition- related fires. In each case, productive reverse logistics programs helped the firm minimize recall costs

Onlyonestock planmanagementprogra
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while maintaining high levels of customer service.
Returns are an inevitable part of retailing and customer service. It's estimated that up to 20% of items
purchased through catalog sales are returned. The
explosion of e- commerce has some online retailers
reporting return rates as high as 50 %. Many retailers are
hiring third -party providers to implement reverse logistics programs designed to retain value by getting products back in the most expeditious manner so they can
be speedily redistributed and customers can be kept
happy. Kmart realizes between $5 million and $6 million in savings per $1 billion in sales by outsourcing
reverse logistics.
Finally, some companies reclaim value by using reverse
logistics to recapture product that would otherwise be
lost. For example, DuPont collects and recycles its plastics, develops products from the recycled plastics, and
sells the products to customers. It's estimated that 70% to
90% of every dollar generated through the sale of
reclaimed assets goes to the bottom line as profit.

SUPPLYCHAINSTRATEGIESWORK
Supply chain management adds customer value in three
ways: effectiveness, efficiency, and differentiation. Supply

chain effectiveness refers to the level of performance or
service provided; efficiency deals with the return on
resources committed to supply chain activities or the level
of cost control achieved; and differentiation refers to the
uniqueness of the process being utilized. Businesses that
focus only on cost containment will miss out on revenue generating opportunities.
It's clear that heavyweights such as P &G, Kimberly Clark, and Campbell Soup are already leading the way in
customer- driven supply chain strategies. They understand
supply chain management is just as much about boosting
the bottom line by creating value for customers as it is
about doing so by containing costs. If you're still on the
sidelines and not identifying ways to attract and keep
customers, we suggest you stop being a scorekeeper, get in
the game, and help your company put together some
winning SCM strategies. They do work. ■
Noah P. Barsky, CMA, CPA, Ph.D., and Alexander E.
Ellinger, A.D., are faculty members in the College of
Commerce & Finance at Villanova University in Villanova,
Pa. You can reach Noah at(610) 519 -6272 or
noah.barskY@villanova.edu. You can reach Alex at (610)
519 -6055 or alexander .ellinger@villanova.edu.
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Creating
NewRevenue
Streamsat
Hoovers
' Online
BY RAMONA DZINKOWSKI

erhaps the most significant event in western history was the advent of the
printing press in 1452 by Johannes Gutenberg. For the next 500 years, the
printed word in the form of books and periodicals would be the major
mechanism for the mass distribution of ideas and knowledge. In the year
2000,the Internet changed all this. The World Wide Web is rapidly becoming the most popular conduit for disseminating information, and the search and
integration software now emerging will enable some 200 billion Web users to
access a vast library of data in ways Gutenburg could never have imagined.
Hoover's Online is a Web -based company that figures predominantly in this
new era. With three million users online, the company has established the
largest pure business audience on the Web. Hoover's began as a book publisher
in 1991. Its first widely distributed book was an easy -to -read collection of
reviews of the world's largest companies: Hoover's Handbook 1991: Profiles of
Over 500 Major Corporations. Later that year, Hoover's partnered with Sony,
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taking its print reference materials into the electronic
media. In 1994,Time Warner invested in the company,
and Hoover's launched its Web -based business reference
service, Hoover's Online. By the end of 1996,the company had over 20 online services and was on the Inc. 500 list
of fastest - growing private companies. Two years later
Hoover's went public and then launched Hoover's
Online: The Business Network, expanding its product
reach into the business news, career development, travel,
and personal finance environment. Since that time, revenue has grown by over 100% to $19 million, and the
company runs at a gross profit margin of 62.3 %.This
past year the company focused on integrating its business
tools and information into Application Service Providers
such as salesforce.com and other industry- focused vertical websites and has made significant investments into
content integration and syndication technologies. In July
2000,Hoover's announced a pilot project that will enable
natural language searches for users of their online services. The project will work on developing the capabilities
whereby someone could ask the Hoover's website simple
free -form questions in English, such as, "Who is currently
the CEO of Company X ?" The website will respond
with the answer by extracting and identifying parameters
and searching the Hoover's database for the correct
information.
In an exclusive interview with Lynn Atchison, CFO of
Hoover's Online, she and I explored the challenges and
pitfalls of going from a time - constrained, paper -based
publisher to the Web -based diversified company with
rapid domestic growth, highly accelerated product cycle
times, and global expansion through existing and new
channels of delivery. Lynn Atchison has served as
Hoover's CFO and VP Finance and Administration since
joining the company in May 1996.She was promoted to
Senior VP in March 1999.From November 1993 to April
1996,Atchison served as CFO of Travelogix, a provider of
travel ticketing systems software. Prior to this, she worked
for Trilogy Software, a provider of sales automation software, and, before that, she was with Ernst & Young for
eight years.
RD: What was the major impact of going from a paper -

based publisher to an Internet -based company?
LA:When you suddenly create new products that are
delivered in different ways, billed for in different ways,
and paid for in different ways, there are many issues
involved that impact the whole organization. They
impact your sales organization. They impact your
40
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accounting group. How they relate to any one function is
really just one piece of the overall puzzle. From a finance
perspective, going from print to online created many new
angles —new revenue streams. We began selling an entirely new product —a product that is ongoing as opposed to
one that revolves around publication dates. Of course
whenever you have new products you have to look at different ways of billing. For example, our use of credit
cards increased dramatically. In the book business we had
relatively few credit card transactions on just a few books.
In an online environment, credit card transactions
became a cost center that we had to pay more attention
to. On the revenue side, we now make money from
advertising and e- commerce as well as subscriptions, and
they're all treated differently from a billing standpoint.
Our e- commerce and online subscription revenue makes
up roughly 80% of our total revenues compared to 8%
from our CD -ROM and print products.
RD: Besides the obvious opportunities created by Inter-

net technologies, was there anything inherent in the book
publishing industry that prompted the complete shift away
from this market, and, given that Hoover's was focused on
the business information market at the time, did the rapidly changing business environment create any unforeseen
problems for the company?
LA: From a financial standpoint, it was becoming less
and less viable given the nature of the distribution agreements that had become the industry standard in publishing. In print publishing, certain products — specifically
products that are sold through the trade channels —
through distributors, in bookstores —have a perpetual
return policy. When you're selling books to bookstores,
they reserve the right to always return them if they don't
get sold to the end customers. Furthermore, because we
were selling business reference books, timing was more of
an issue than with other types of materials. Business reference books get old very quickly. If they don't sell within
a reasonable time period, you end up getting all those
books back. You thought you sold them, but really the
end users never did buy them, and they end up coming
back to you, sometimes two and three years later. The
perpetual return policy makes the book business very
tough. It's hard to manage a business from a finance
standpoint when you can't predict your returns. When I
came to the company in '96,the returns reserve policy
was 15 %,and by the time we left the trade publishing
business it was probably closer to 35 %.We had to change
our strategy.

RD: What is the major difference that arose as a result

RD: Hoover's went public last year, and since then

of the Internet environment in terms of your customers

you've experienced revenue growth of roughly 106%. Can

and the nature of the product itself?

you describe some of the challenges of managing this type

LA:The expectation of the customer regarding the
timeliness of the information. Our customers expect us
to constantly update our information. If someone is looking at a print product, they know that the print product
is only as good as the day it was shipped to the printer in
terms of the timeliness of information. On the other
hand, if they look at your online product, even if there
were a change yesterday, they expect you to have the right
information to -date.

of growth?

LA:It's a culture change, which involves finding the
right balance. You don't want to instill any frivolousness
because you are still spending corporate resources. On
the other hand, you have to think bigger than what you
were ever allowed to think before. When resources are
scarce, there is a different mind -set than when resources
are available. Another challenge is the fast rate of change.
At the time we went public, we had already been on the
Janu ary 2 0 0 1
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Internet during a period of fast growth and transformation. We had spent a good amount of time in an industry
of rapid growth. The environment was familiar, and we
had already spent time developing our growth strategies
through experience. This is what distinguished us from
other Internet -based companies. But the industry is still
immature. The marketplace is changing very quickly, and
the acceptance of products and services is changing on a
quarterly basis. It's still a lot harder to determine what
people will want from an Internet online service a year
from now. This makes forecasting much more difficult.

RD: What would be some of the forecasting and budgeting tools that you might apply in your environment that are
not generally applied elsewhere?

LA: Everything that we've used so far is homegrown.
We have our own Excel models, which are based on our
historical results. We anticipate things that we can do to
increase traffic, increase subscriptions, and increase page
views, etc. Right now we are utilizing something that we
have adapted to our own situation. The most important
thing is to have experienced people go through the
assumptions. That's more important than the tool itself.
RD: What are some of the key characteristics of a CFO

Memorial Education Fund
Needs Your Commitment to Create
a Better IMA for the Future

I

MA members who have shown their long -term interest in

and support of IMA have come together to form A Fund for
the Future. MEF members believe in the IMAs purpose and
traditions and want to ensure its mission for future generations
by providing financial support to IMA educational and research
programs.
Gifts made to A Fund for the Future may be directed for
general purposes or for a special purpose or operation, but it
is the commitment rather than the amount that is the basic
factor in qualifying a person as a member of A Fund for the
Future.The IMA and MEF have 501(c)3 charitable organization
status, which, depending on your personal tax status, makes
donations tax deductible.
An individual qualifies as a member of A Fund for the Future by:
• Endowing the IMA MEF with a gift of money, land, stock,
insurance, or other marketable assets.
•�A�deferred�gift�through�charitable�remainder�unitrust�or
annuity trust, beneficiary designation from a qualified
retirement plan, gift annuity, pooled life income fund
agreement, short -term trust, or life estate program that
will eventually direct all or a portion of the principal to
the IMA.
•�Naming�the�IMA�as�a�primary�or�secondary�beneficiary
in an insurance policy.
• Including the IMA to receive a bequest in your will.
IMA has awarded over $1 million in educational scholarships
since the mid- 1980s, and the amount of scholarship awards has
increased 43% in the last year alone. MEF supports the IMA
Faculty Enhancement Program, developing faculty and student
- ,
programs that partner with IMA,
"2000 inscholarship
2000;' a special
student
% jam; 1T1 / /�1 /�A� " and
certification
program.

NW
Call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext.192 or visit www.imanet.org
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In the emerging e- business industry?
LA: Clearly my role as a CFO also embraces being part

of the management team of the company. Understanding
the market and where it might be headed is also important. For a CFO to excel in this environment, the ability
to forecast new patterns of spending on the Internet and
to identify new sources of revenue that will emerge as we
explore alternative delivery channels is essential. Flexibility is also key.
RD: What is your strategy for expansion, given the
Increase in telecommunications capabilities around the
world? Do you see any strategic alliances in the future,
mergers with other information providers or cellular
providers, that sort of thing?

LA: We recognize that our customers are mobile, and
we want to have the products and services to meet
those needs. If salespeople are busy and on the go, they
may need to download information off our site
through various handheld devices. So our product
development includes strategies for looking into various wireless and other handheld devices so that our
customers can get information from us when and
where they need it. It's not a major revenue stream at
the present time, but it's something that is an aspect of
our product line that is very important. It's clear that
we will continue to build alliances and partnerships. We
certainly recognize that we need to partner with other
companies that will give us distribution capabilities
that we couldn't gain on our own. ■
Ramona Dzinkowski is an economist and journalist in
Toronto. Her research into emerging management and
accounting practices has been published widely in business
journals around the world. You can reach her at
rndresearch @interhop. net.
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brick - and - mortar businesses. Guidelines based on hard -won website experience can help
your company create value by leveraging the many opportunities offered by e- commerce.
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The Internet allows you
access to a vastly increased consumer base because of the lack
of constraints imposed by traditional business approaches
that are limited by factors such
as location and personnel
needs. But Web -based businesses circumvent these problems
by offering virtual stores where
consumers assume much of the responsibility for completing transactions.
These virtual locations eliminate many
of the hassles found at a typical mall
retailer, such as visiting the store, waiting for a salesperson, and waiting in line
to purchase goods. By allowing consumers more access to products in this
virtual store environment, companies
can conduct business around the clock
and reduce or eliminate costs commonly associated with
traditional consumer service activities.

BUILDINGANE-BUSINESS
In building a Web -based business much of your effort
will be focused on purchasing hardware and software,
designing and maintaining the website, selecting and registering a domain name, and then marketing the website.
Costs associated with hardware and software range from
less than $1,000 to many thousands of dollars. The complexity of your website is the primary factor in determining the level of your investment. More complex sites
require greater capacity and, typically, a larger investment. Profit from the experience of others. Don't think
solely about your company's immediate needs, but rather
think about the future. Investing in excess capacity up
front will be less expensive and less distracting than having to upgrade your hardware and software in the near
future.
Managing capacity. A Web - hosting service offers an
alternative to purchasing and maintaining hardware to
operate your company's website. The advantage of this
type of service is the ease with which your website's
capacity can be increased as your business volume
expands.
Fees for this service vary widely, ranging from no -cost
Internet server providers (ISP) to companies that provide
dedicated hosts — off -site servers dedicated to your business. But cost shouldn't be the overriding factor in this
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decision. For example, no -cost
ISPs typically prohibit selling of
SERVICE
products and are appropriate
only if you're attempting to
i
increase awareness of your company's products or services. On
the other hand, space can be
purchased from a Web- hosting
service that sells space to multiple companies for as little as
$100 per month. For slightly more
money, your company can opt for a
dedicated host. Although more expensive, these services typically include
maintenance and repair, continuous
monitoring of your website, an uninterruptible power supply, as well as multiple connections to the Internet.

Designing and maintaining your web site. To succeed in e- commerce and to
maximize your opportunities, the website has to be more
than an electronic advertisement. It must provide the
same services consumers receive in traditional commerce.
A well- designed website will allow consumers to find the
products they want, determine product availability, and
trace shipping and delivery schedules. In other words, the
site must be the catalog, the salesperson, the consumer
service representative, and the cashier; and the site must
be efficient and available around the clock. It must
inspire trust and build consumer loyalty.
The design of the website must differentiate the company from its competitors. Once established, the website
must be well maintained and security considerations
reviewed continuously. The cost of delivery of the website
is only a part of the cost of conducting e- commerce.
Eighty percent of the cost of a custom - developed website
is in maintenance.
For a start -up e- business, some companies offer free,
managed e- commerce solutions that integrate all the
components needed to begin online retailing. When you
register with one of these companies, you can choose a
website template, add images and descriptions of products or services, and launch a website at no cost other
than the time it takes to choose the template and input
the descriptions and images. By offering these free services, these companies hope to gain your loyalty and provide fee -based advanced e- commerce solutions as your
business grows.
Alternatively, your company can purchase an authoring

software package specifically designed for building web sites and start from scratch. While most packages require
little or no programming knowledge, it's desirable to have
that knowledge if you want to add distinctiveness to your
site. While authoring software is reasonably priced and at
first glance appears to be the least expensive alternative,
bear in mind that the potential value the website can
create for your business initially lies in what the public
sees —image and functionality are crucial to the site's
success.
Most companies rely on a website
designer to create a highly polished,
easily navigated site. In selecting a
designer be as thorough as you would
filling a vacancy in your company. Ask
for references, and examine the designer's portfolio. The designer should add
value to your website in ways you can't.
Look for a graphics expert, one capable
of performing market research and
usability tests to ensure a high performance, distinctive website.

One lesson from the 1999 holiday season is that television may not be the medium of choice for establishing
brand recognition. Take Kbkids.com, for example, which
spent an estimated $40 million to promote its website
and was ranked at the top of the Nielsen Media Research
list of television advertisers but lagged behind the
stronger sales of competitors eToys and Toys "R" Us. Even
the popular Pets.com dog puppet commercials failed to
capture the interest of the online shopping public. The
lesson from these less than successful advertising campaigns is to be creative and not rely
solely on traditional ideas in advertising
your website.
Enhancing privacy and security.

While navigability and appearance are
certainly critical to your company's
"e- success," the criteria consumers value most are privacy and security. Consumers don't see the myriad hardware
and software tools that comprise network security. They do, howevi
er, read of all the successful
Finally, unless you plan on hirhacking attempts such as the
ing employees to maintain the
one recently perpetrated on the
website, the designer should also
CD Universe server. More than
be able to provide maintenance
300,000 credit -card numbers
services.
were stolen, and, when CD
Playing the name game.
Universe refused to pay a
Select a domain name for your
$100,000 ransom for the data,
25,000 credit -card numbers
website that's imaginative, and
try to capture a name that's easiwere sold before the FBI could
ly associated with your company or its products or sershut down the website distributing them. Given the
vices. Unless you have an easily recognized name or
high - profile nature of such security breaches on the
slogan, you may need to conduct research to find the best
Internet, it's imperative you show consumers that your
domain name. Once selected, all domain names must be
company takes security seriously. The consumer looks
registered with InterNic, a website maintained on behalf
for evidence that any confidential information transmitof the U.S. Department of Commerce. Various companies
ted via the Internet and stored on a website's server is
on the Internet can assist with this registration process
going to be safeguarded.
for as little as $25 per year.
To build a sense of trust and security, consumers
Your company's domain name is an integral part of
should be allowed to authenticate or verify that the web"branding" —the strategy to create awareness of your
site they're visiting does in fact belong to your company.
Web presence. Traditional media outlets such as televiWebsite authentication services can be obtained through
sion, radio, and print are commonly used and can be
companies such as VeriSign. Companies register their site
quite effective, but these outlets are expensive and may
with VeriSign and receive a digital ID that certifies the
not fit your budget. Several alternatives include a targeted
ownership of the website. While other companies offer
e -mail campaign; Web -based advertisements through site
authentication services, VeriSign is the leading provider
registration with search engines such as Yahoo, Infoseek,
of these services and is used by all of the Fortune 500
etc.; site sponsorship; and inclusion of your website
companies with an Internet presence. The WebTrust seal
address on company correspondence and vehicles.
is another form of verification of a website's legitimacy.
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The seal assures consumers that the business practices
merce companies should avoid developing inflexible pricand controls underlying the website have been evaluated
ing strategies. Studies have shown that prices for many
by a CPA or CA and determined to be in conformity with
products offered on the Internet are lower than those
the principles and criteria jointly established by the
offered by traditional distributors. For example, half of
American Institute of CPAs and Canadian Institute of
the automobile buyers used the Internet to do research
Chartered Accountants.
for price negotiation with dealers, according to a Wall
Street Journal story, October 18, 1999.Consequently, your
Building mutually supportive distribution channels. It's
a challenge to develop a Web -based business that complecompany may have to customize your products and serments rather than eliminates existing distribution chanvices to control your pricing strategy.
nels. For instance, if your company begins offering
products directly to consumers on the Internet at lower
EVALUATINGANE-COMMERCEMODEL
prices than those offered by your distributors, then you
Many Internet start -up companies are emulating the
may find that traditional distribution relationships are
give- away- and -grow strategy (i.e., giving away free prodweakened. A worse scenario would occur if distributors
ucts /services like electronic greeting cards from blue refused to continue carrying your products. One solution
mountain.com) or providing cash incentives for
is to limit your Web -based product offerings and sell
registering for particular services (e.g., an allowance or
close -out, excess inventory, or promotional items.
discount on commissions for online brokerage accounts
Just as the creation of an e- commerce side of your
from E *TRADE.com, Ameritrade.com, or Fidelity.com).
existing business can eliminate existing distribution
Other companies are selling advertising space to other echannels, it can also create new ones. The trick (and the
businesses, gambling that the revenues generated from
cost) is in discovering what these new channels are and
these measures will sustain them until they gain a
how your company can use them to facilitate your
foothold and have a substantial market share.
efforts. mySimon's Internet e- commerce hub provides
Consumers who use these free products /services genershoppers the ability to comparison shop on the Internet
ally agree to allow these companies to collect information
with more than 2,000 merchants for anything from
about their preferences, behaviors, and online habits.
apparel, computers, furniture, office supplies, sporting
Companies rely on selling this consumer database to
goods, to toys. Such sites provide value by presenting
marketing companies as their primary sources of revyour products to consumers who are looking for specific
enue. Free -PC. com made news in February 1999 by
items to buy.
offering 10,000 free PCs (and free Internet service) to
Other sites create new distribution
people who met certain marketing crichannels. eBay, an online auction site,
❑
— ❑
teria. From the PC user point of view, it
affords small companies and even indiwas a very enticing offer. Free- PC.com
viduals the ability to increase the reach
received over 500,000 completed mar of their business. A twist on the eBay
keting surveys in the first two days of
concept, provided by sites such as uBid
the offer.
and Mercata, allows consumers to set
Ultimately, Free -PC received over one
prices by bidding on various products.
million requests for machines and gave
Following the principles of strength in
away approximately 30,000. The price to
®
4
numbers and purchasing in
those lucky winners was the loss
bulk, more bids lead to lower
of some privacy resulting from
prices. Distribution channels
sharing personal data and forced
'ION IFAN E-COMMERCE
such as these increase brand
exposure to Internet advertising.
recognition while focusing on a
But then in November 1999,it
,'ISTING BUSINESS CAN
group of consumers who might
was announced that Free -PC
not otherwise make the purwould merge with eachines. At
iG DISTRIBUTION
chase were they not able to "bid
that time, it was estimated that,
down" the price.
although the company had
CREATE NEWONES.
raised $34 million to buy and
Because consumers can comparison -shop very easily, e-comgive away the sub - $1,000 PCs, it
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would require approximately
$700 million to ship all one million units. Was the Free -PC
business model a failure, or was
it, as Free -PC Chairman Bill
Gross said, that the business
model couldn't be grown quickly
enough? Whatever the reason,
investors have become more
cautious about e- commerce
stocks because of the novel (and occasionally questionable) business models and inability to generate profits.'

CREATINGSUSTAINABLE
COMPETITIVEADVANTAGES
Web -based businesses are widely perceived as highly efficient virtual stores that create value by either eliminating
or significantly reducing many tasks commonly associated with commerce. In many cases, Web -based businesses
outsource common business functions. Some Web -based
businesses go even further in attempting to leverage their
capital by not investing in building and equipment but
investing in people and ideas. Nonetheless, these businesses must eventually address brick - and - mortar issues
such as consumer satisfaction, inventory management,
personnel scheduling, and order processing.
The key to e- commerce company success is the ability
to attract consumers' attention quickly and maintain
their loyalty. Consumer satisfaction is crucial to ensuring
repeat Internet visits and sales growth. High expectations
for consumer service require that Web -based businesses
invest heavily in infrastructures such as warehouses,
inventories, and logistical capacities in order to be competitive. These key traditional business functions create
value in the mind of the consumer.
Most people assume that when traditional retailers
open their online stores, they'll become strong competitors because they have well - established systems in place.
But this isn't always the case for the "clicks- and - mortar"
crowd. For example, three days before the 1999 Christmas
season, Toys "R" Us announced that it would be unable to
deliver as much as 5% of its holiday orders, citing its
warehouse as the problem. The toys were in stock but
couldn't be packed and shipped in time. Similar problems
were reported by other industries, creating significant
opportunities for third -party logistics companies, such as
Fingerhut, which assisted in handling orders for Macy's,
Bloomingdale's, and eToys when it became clear that
these companies could no longer deal with the underesti-

mated surge in online orders.
The message from the 1999
holiday season is clear: a -businesses require a strong backoffice support system including
warehousing, shipping, and
inventory management. Learning from past experience, Toys
"R" Us recently established a
strategic alliance with
Amazon.com in hopes of not repeating the mistakes of
the past. Similarly, your company must maintain control
over inventory and logistical activities in order to build
and maintain consumers' trust.

E-COMMERCEMYTHSCANBECOSTLY
One e- commerce myth is the expectation that companies
can engage in Web -based business with little difficulty
and time. The reality is that such businesses face many of
the same challenges as more traditional businesses with a
number of new ones as well. Another myth is there are
few recurring costs once a website is operating. This
belief can be costly because ongoing maintenance can be
expensive for the website as well as related hardware
costs. Finally, there's the "if you build it, they will come"
expectation suggesting that having a website is sufficient
for creating a successful e- business. While well- established companies may be able to avoid this pitfall, smaller
companies with less brand recognition may become frustrated if they fail to properly plan an effective marketing
strategy for their new venture and clearly understand the
costs involved in establishing a Web presence. Without a
thorough understanding of the costs involved in establishing a Web presence, your company may fail to reap
the tremendous rewards promised by the Internet. In the
face of increasing competition brought about by a -commerce, it's important for companies to carefully evaluate
their entire value chain while creating sustainable competitive advantages in the marketplace. ■
Y. At Chen is associate professor of accounting, and Laura
R. Ingraham and J. Gregory Jenkins are assistant professors
of accounting at North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
N.C. They can be reached at these e-mail addresses:
Al_Chen @ncsu.edu: Laura_Ineraham @ncsu.edu: and
Gre4_ Jenkins @ncsu. edu.
"End of the Safety `Net? Some Star Web Stocks Have Taken Big
Tumbles From Dizzying Heights," The Wall Street Journal, January 20,
2000, Cl.
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WILL YOU ADOPT''

Quality
Financial
Reporting
0

0

FINANCIAL

N

PROFESSIONALS,
IT'S TIME TO GIVE

THE PUBLIC AS
MUCHACCURATE
FINANCIAL
INFORMATION AS
YOU CAN.
BY PAUL B.W. MILLER, CPA
hen you select a financial reporting strategy, you're making a safe
bet if you follow in Warren Buffett's footsteps. Consider these
thoughts from his 1996 "Owner's Manual" for Berkshire - Hathaway's
stockholders:
At Berkshire you will find no "big bath" accounting maneuvers or restructurings nor any "smoothing" of quarterly or annual results. We will always tell you
how many strokes we have taken on each hole and never play around with the
scorecard. When the numbers are a very rough `guesstimate," as they necessarily
must be in insurance reserving, we will try to be both consistent and conservative
in our approach.
So, if your company is presently "playing around with the scorecard," you
should consider embracing a Quality Financial Reporting (QFR) strategy and
start presenting as much useful public information as possible. This approach
promises lower capital costs and higher security prices because it's more than
likely that the capital markets respond to inadequate reporting by bidding
stock prices down —not up.
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WHEN YOU ADOPT QFR, YOU WILL LIKEWISE
TRY TO BUILD BETTER RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE
CAPITAL MARKETS BY PROVIDING THE BEST
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS YOU CAN.
THETRADITIONALREPORTINGMODEL

will

you

Traditional reporting strategies have been conceived and
implemented in concert with the naive assumption that
capital markets depend totally on managers to provide
public information for their use. Unfortunately, analysts
aren't getting the information they need because generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) emerge from a
political process that's too contentious and compromised

to deliver the useful information that the markets need.
How did we get to this point? The last 10 to 20 years
have seen significant controversies over many reporting
issues. The list is long, including changing prices, foreign
currency translation, pensions, consolidations, the statement of cash flows, income taxes, medical benefits,
investments in securities, stock -based compensation,
derivatives, and business combinations. In all these cases
and others, managers (often spurred on by their
auditors) vehemently resisted efforts by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) to
initiate new requirements. The ultimate result of
the political pressure is severely compromised
standards that are far short of optimal for
informing the markets.
If the standards aren't optimal, then you probably have significant opportunities for improvement. What you should've learned from Total
Quality Management (TQM) is that being the
best at any point in time isn't a reason to relax;
rather, the goals are to build good customer relationships and to keep working toward being as
good as possible. When you adopt QFR,
likewise try to build better relationships with the
capital markets by providing the best financial
statements you can. Thus, the strategy of minimum compliance with GAAP is terribly shortsighted. Nonetheless, that's all that today's
managers try to do. In fact, they treat these obviously weak standards as maximums instead of
minimums and don't fully inform the capital
markets. In that sense, financial reporting is like
the rest of the world was before TQM and customer orientation came to light as superior
strategies.

SOLVINGTHEPROBLEM

ih
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Capital markets have needs and desires for
financial information that aren't addressed by

traditional public reports. Professors Marc Epstein and
Krishna Palepu uncovered numerous shortcomings in
current financial statements when they surveyed a group
of leading financial analysts, as reported in the April 1999
issue of Strategic Finance ( "What Financial Analysts
Want "). According to their research, the balance sheet is
"often perceived as irrelevant because of its reliance on
historical costs and arbitrary write -offs of intangible
assets" and that "footnotes seem to frustrate analysts the
most" because they didn't understand them or because
they don't contain adequate information.
Their findings confirm that complying with GAAP
doesn't provide enough information to satisfy the markets. So what? Three outcomes are possible, and they're
all negative.
First, the lack of useful information in a company's
financial statements may cause the markets to pursue
other investment opportunities. If so, the resulting
diminished demand for its securities creates lower prices
and higher capital costs. This doesn't exactly increase
shareholder value.
Second, the markets may decide that the company's
investment potential is great, even though the reported
information is inadequate. If so, they may invest, but only
after taking into consideration the resulting high degree

of uncertainty and insisting on a higher expected rate of
return that will depress the securities' prices and increase
the cost of capital. Again, this typical minimum reporting
strategy doesn't advance the stockholders' interests.
Third, sophisticated investors and creditors will turn
elsewhere for private information that's more useful than
GAAP financial statements. Common sense and a lot of
research confirm that market participants are highly
motivated to discover information that no one else knows
and that they are successful at finding it.
In contrast, if managers were to provide additional —
and useful— public information, less uncertainty would
exist, the analysts' extra efforts and the redundant costs of
finding that information would be avoided, and the
information would be more reliable simply because it
would come from primary sources. Managers could also
increase the information's credibility by submitting it to
attestation. In all likelihood, this voluntary flow of credible public information would increase demand for the
company's securities, create higher prices for them, and
reduce capital costs.
Figure 1 describes the economic forces that drive this
phenomenon. Incomplete information fosters uncertainty
about the real situation facing the company as well as
management's trustworthiness. The uncertainty translates
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OPINIONS FROM INDEPENDENT AND STRINGENT
AUDITORS ADDAGREAT DEALMORE VALUE TO
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS...
into more risk for investors, who then demand a higher
rate of return from the company's securities. In turn, this
demand creates a higher cost of capital for the company,
as well as discounted security prices. But when managers
go beyond the minimum requirements, they reduce
uncertainty and risk. This lower risk encourages investors
to accept a lower return, which translates into a lower
cost of capital and higher security prices.

QUALITYFINANCIALREPORTING-ASUPERIOR
STRATEGY
Adopting QFR has positive effects for essentially everyone
directly or indirectly involved in the markets. Managers
benefit by having access to cheaper capital. In turn, they
can earn more income and enjoy payoffs from appreciated
stock options and other incentives. Stockholders also benefit from greater demand for their shares and a rate of
return that's appropriate for their real risk. All investors
and creditors are better off because they can evaluate
investment opportunities with more emphasis on their
financial merits and less concern for risk created by incomplete information. The economy operates more productively because the capital markets can establish security
prices more efficiently. Ultimately, society as a whole reaps
many benefits from that increased productivity.
Undoubtedly, two groups will lose when QFR is practiced. The first includes those who have somehow fooled
the markets. In light of the markets' ability to penetrate
ruses and penalize the perpetrators with discounted stock
prices, it seems unlikely that this group is very large, if it
exists at all. The second group consists of those who successfully cheat the markets with illegal insider information. Because QFR puts additional information more
quickly and reliably into the capital markets, their advantages would diminish, and it makes no sense to shed any
tears over them, does it?

THEHIGHROAD
How would someone — financial professionals —get started
on QFR? One safe way is to take the high road by doing
what the FASB has recommended instead of merely doing
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what it has permitted.The Board has already identified
some preferable techniques that aren't mandatory. For
example, Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
(SFAS) 95 strongly recommends that you use the direct
method to describe operating cash flows on your cash flow
statements instead of the more popular indirect method.
You can also apply the strongly preferred approach in SFAS
123 on stock -based compensation by reporting compensation expense on the income statement instead of putting
the expense and pro forma earnings numbers in a footnote. Apparently managers don't use the preferred method,
perhaps because they harbor the naive belief that the markets won't react to the footnote in assessing the value of
their companies' securities. QFR suggests that the markets
actually penalize stockholders with lower security prices
even though management reports larger earnings on the
income statement. Still another step on the high road is to
stay away from pooling.
A second avenue is to engage tough auditors and do
what they say instead of picking cheap and easy auditors
who do what you say. Opinions from independent and
stringent auditors add a great deal more value to financial
statements than those issued by auditors who are known
to have (or are even thought to have) compromised independence. It doesn't do stockholders (or managers) any
good to publish high and smooth earnings and a low
debt /equity ratio if no one trusts the auditors.
Yet a third avenue is to branch out into new areas
based on your own market research and common sense
as to what helps statement readers make better decisions.
One area ripe for innovation is expanded use of market
values in reporting assets, liabilities, and income. The
standard - setting process has been reluctant to introduce
values in the financial statements, especially if doing so
means displacing historical costs. An Association for
Investment Management and Research (AIMR) position
paper ( "Financial reporting in the 1990's ") illustrates that
sophisticated investors have a strong demand for market
values when it says, "There is no financial analyst who
would not want to know the market value of individual
assets and liabilities.'

users of(1) minimizing the cost ofproviding
the data by having the firm do it once and
provide it to multitudes ofusers who otherwise
would individually have to replicate the firm's
effort; (2) having the firm as the source of
information thus obviating the need for analysts to scavenge for less reliable data from secondary sources; and (3) making available an
additional source ofinformation that confirms
or denies other sources.
In light of these factors, resisting QFR
because of preparation costs seems to be very
shortsighted.

AREYOUREADY?

ANOBJECTION
At this point, you might object to QFR because of higher
preparation costs created by additional reporting and
auditing efforts. Look at it this way: You and your stockholders will realize large rewards from a lower cost of
capital, more real income, and higher security prices.
Overcoming this objection may be complicated
because most CFOs have budgets that consider only out of- pocket costs without factoring in these huge returns
from lower capital costs. So try thinking of the reporting
function as a profit center instead of a cost center. QFR
also suggests that shareholders will gladly bear the brunt
of the higher preparation costs in order to receive the
benefits of fully informed markets. The same AIMR
paper describes analysts' thoughts on this cost issue:
In particular, it is the providers offinancial statements
from whom the claim ofexcessive cost is heard. We can
respond by asserting that the cost to them, high as it may
seem, is still less than the benefit to financial statement

This comment talks about the ideas behind
Quality Financial Reporting:
Permanent improvement in accounting
practices and in methods ofcorporate reporting cannot be brought about by legislation or
by government regulation. The regulations
laid down by a governmental bureau serve a
good purpose but can never successfully take
the place ofindividual initiative, intelligence,
and courage. If any real progress is to be
made towards continued improvement in
corporate reporting, it must flow from the
efforts ofthose charged with the direct
responsibility ofdetermining the policies of
corporations. As professional accountants, we
can contribute to this progress by emphasizing the advantages ofadhering to sound business principles, by seeking
to establish more firmly the standards for accounting
practice, and by having the moral courage to cling to
these standards.
What ought to be embarrassing to us all is that these
words were spoken by Arthur Andersen way back in
1935. There should be no doubt that the time to improve
the quality of your financial reporting policies has come.
Are you ready? ■
Paul B. W. Miller, CPA, Ph.D., professor ofaccounting at
the University ofColorado at Colorado Springs, has been a
professional staff member at both the Financial Accounting
Standards Board and the Securities & Exchange Commission. He is an author ofmore than 15 books and numerous
articles with a focus on the effect ofpolitics on GAAP. He
has also written a regular lead column for Accounting
Today since 1996.
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Under this process, a closing date net assets statement
(referred to as the "closing statement ") is prepared, and
the net asset value from that statement is compared to the
benchmark net asset number. The buyer agrees to pay
more if closing date net assets are greater than the benchmark number, the seller agrees to refund a portion of the
purchase price if closing date net assets are less than the
benchmark number, and both parties agree that any disputes will be resolved by arbitration.
In fact, the process seems so
y
simple that parties often negor
tiate the purchase price
v
adjustment provision in
the sale contract almost
as an afterthought. As a
result, few details are
specified as to how to prepare the closing statement, and
even less is said about how disputes
should be resolved other than to refer broadly
to arbitration.
After the sale closes, one side is suddenly seized with
20 -20 hindsight. Concluding that it paid too much or
accepted too little, the party decides to renegotiate the
purchase price through the price adjustment mechanism.
Numerous items are disputed as being improperly
included in (or excluded from) the closing statement, and
the treatment of various items big and small is challenged. The arbitrator, unconstrained by any limits on the
process, allows both parties to submit numerous written
position papers, permits more discovery than is really
necessary, and determines that several hearings will be
required to address all of the complaining party's objections. The result? Months of acrimonious arguments by
lawyers and accountants, a "runaway" arbitration that
takes on a life of its own, and substantial efforts by each
company's CFO, controller, and their supporting staff
that distract from the business of doing business.
Of course, it may be impossible to completely avoid
disputes whenever a purchase price must be adjusted
after closing, and the type of adjustment process that's
best for a particular transaction will depend on the specific circumstances. It's also true that a large change in
net asset value may not always signify a problem, particularly in cyclical businesses, where a significant change
may be inevitable between the execution of the purchase
agreement and closing. Nevertheless, taking the following
three steps should help avoid the contentious and expensive post - closing dispute scenario described above.
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STEPSTOAVOIDDISPUTES
Caref ully c hoos e the as s ets and liabilities to be us ed In

the adjustment. The closing statement might capture all
assets and liabilities of the business being sold, only
working capital items, or perhaps even more selectively
negotiated assets and liabilities. Whether a full or partial
balance sheet approach is appropriate may depend on
such factors as the type of assets being acquired and liabilities being assumed by the buyer, whether

the purchase price was premised on
a certain amount of net assets
or current assets, or
whether the parties
agreed to a price adjustment feature to prevent
pre - closing manipulations
of current asset accounts.
In deciding which approach
to use, however, you should always
keep in mind that the more asset and liability
items you include, and the more judgmental those items
are, the more likely it is that disputes will arise. For example, inventory and bad debt reserves and loss contingency
accruals are frequently disputed. The parties may have
radically different views as to whether inventory is excess
or obsolete, whether particular items in accounts receivable are collectible, or whether a certain product line will
be subject to a low or high warranty return rate. If such
items are included in the price adjustment process, the
parties should seek to negotiate as specifically as possible
the manner in which these items —and any other judgmental items —are to be calculated.
The parties also should carefully consider whether to
specifically exclude certain items. For example, if there's
a separate arrangement in the purchase agreement for
allocating environmental liabilities between the parties,
the parties may wish to exclude such liabilities from the
purchase price adjustment mechanism.
Clearly state how the closing statement will be
prepared. It might seem obvious that the accounting
standard for preparing closing statements is typically
GAAP. But GAAP often authorizes a range of approaches
for various balance sheet items, including inventory,
which may be valued on a LIFO or FIFO basis, with
reserves calculated based either on a formula or an item by -item review. For this reason, a closing statement prepared in accordance with GAAP typically should be
prepared using the same GAAP that was used to calculate

users of(1) minimizing the cost ofproviding
the data by having the firm do it once and
provide it to multitudes ofusers who otherwise
would individually have to replicate the firm's
effort, (2) having the firm as the source of
information thus obviating the need for analysts to scavenge for less reliable data from secondary sources; and (3) making available an
additional source ofinformation that confirms
or denies other sources.
In light of these factors, resisting QFR
because of preparation costs seems to be very
shortsighted.

AREYOUREADY?

ANOBJECTION
At this point, you might object to QFR because of higher
preparation costs created by additional reporting and
auditing efforts. Look at it this way: You and your stockholders will realize large rewards from a lower cost of
capital, more real income, and higher security prices.
Overcoming this objection may be complicated
because most CFOs have budgets that consider only out of- pocket costs without factoring in these huge returns
from lower capital costs. So try thinking of the reporting
function as a profit center instead of a cost center. QFR
also suggests that shareholders will gladly bear the brunt
of the higher preparation costs in order to receive the
benefits of fully informed markets. The same AIMR
paper describes analysts' thoughts on this cost issue:
In particular, it is the providers offinancial statements
from whom the claim ofexcessive cost is heard. We can
respond by asserting that the cost to them, high as it may
seem, is still less than the benefit to financial statement

This comment talks about the ideas behind
Quality Financial Reporting:
Permanent improvement in accounting
practices and in methods ofcorporate reporting cannot be brought about by legislation or
by government regulation. The regulations
laid down by a governmental bureau serve a
good purpose but can never successfully take
the place ofindividual initiative, intelligence,
and courage. If any real progress is to be
made towards continued improvement in
corporate reporting, it must flow from the
efforts ofthose charged with the direct
responsibility ofdetermining the policies of
corporations. As professional accountants, we
can contribute to this progress by emphasizing the advantages of adhering to sound business principles, by seeking
to establish more firmly the standards for accounting
practice, and by having the moral courage to cling to
these standards.
What ought to be embarrassing to us all is that these
words were spoken by Arthur Andersen way back in
1935. There should be no doubt that the time to improve
the quality of your financial reporting policies has come.
Are you ready? ■
Paul B. W. Miller, CPA, Ph.D., professor of accounting at
the University ofColorado at Colorado Springs, has been a
professional staff member at both the Financial Accounting
Standards Board and the Securities & Exchange Commission. He is an author ofmore than 15 books and numerous
articles with a focus on the effect ofpolitics on GAAP. He
has also written a regular lead column for Accounting
Today since 1996.
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"It ain't over
til it s over
AVOIDINGPROTRACTED—AND

COSTLY—PURCHASEPRICE
BY W I L L I AM K . PERRY AND MARL A . ALPERT

ADJUSTMENTDISPUTESAFTER
! ABUSINESSISSOLDTAKES

There is a scenario that every CFO and controller should seek
to avoid when their company buys or sells a business. The

METICULOUSPLANNING.

problem arises when the purchase price takes into account the
net asset value of the business, but months are expected to pass
before the sale actually closes, and the net assets may change in
the interim. In such cases the parties might agree on an initial
purchase price based on a benchmark net asset number,
typically taken from historic or projected financial statements
of the business. To account for any change in net asset value

5
0

0

prior to closing (and to protect against pre- closing asset and

Z
a

liability manipulations), the parties agree to a simple purchase
price adjustment process to take place after closing.
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Under this process, a closing date net assets statement
(referred to as the "closing statement ") is prepared, and
the net asset value from that statement is compared to the
benchmark net asset number. The buyer agrees to pay
more if closing date net assets are greater than the benchmark number, the seller agrees to refund a portion of the
purchase price if closing date net assets are less than the
benchmark number, and both parties agree that any disputes will be resolved by arbitration.
In fact, the process seems so
simple
tiate that parties often negoy
tiate the purchase price
adjustment provision in
,
the sale contract almost
'
V
as an afterthought. As a
result, few details are
specified as to how to prepare the closing statement, and
even less is said about how disputes
should be resolved other than to refer broadly
to arbitration.
After the sale closes, one side is suddenly seized with
20 -20 hindsight. Concluding that it paid too much or
accepted too little, the party decides to renegotiate the
purchase price through the price adjustment mechanism.
Numerous items are disputed as being improperly
included in (or excluded from) the closing statement, and
the treatment of various items big and small is challenged. The arbitrator, unconstrained by any limits on the
process, allows both parties to submit numerous written
position papers, permits more discovery than is really
necessary, and determines that several hearings will be
required to address all of the complaining party's objections. The result? Months of acrimonious arguments by
lawyers and accountants, a "runaway" arbitration that
takes on a life of its own, and substantial efforts by each
company's CFO, controller, and their supporting staff
that distract from the business of doing business.
Of course, it may be impossible to completely avoid
disputes whenever a purchase price must be adjusted
after closing, and the type of adjustment process that's
best for a particular transaction will depend on the specific circumstances. It's also true that a large change in
net asset value may not always signify a problem, particularly in cyclical businesses, where a significant change
may be inevitable between the execution of the purchase
agreement and closing. Nevertheless, taking the following
three steps should help avoid the contentious and expensive post - closing dispute scenario described above.
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STEPSTOAVOIDDISPUTES
Carefully choose the assets and liabilities to be used in
the adjustment. The closing statement might capture all
assets and liabilities of the business being sold, only
working capital items, or perhaps even more selectively
negotiated assets and liabilities. Whether a full or partial
balance sheet approach is appropriate may depend on
such factors as the type of assets being acquired and liabilities being assumed by the buyer, whether
the purchase price was premised on
a certain amount of net assets
or current assets, or
whether the parties
agreed to a price adjustment feature to prevent
pre - closing manipulations
of current asset accounts.
In deciding which approach
to use, however, you should always
keep in mind that the more asset and liability
items you include, and the more judgmental those items
are, the more likely it is that disputes will arise. For example, inventory and bad debt reserves and loss contingency
accruals are frequently disputed. The parties may have
radically different views as to whether inventory is excess
or obsolete, whether particular items in accounts receivable are collectible, or whether a certain product line will
be subject to a low or high warranty return rate. If such
items are included in the price adjustment process, the
parties should seek to negotiate as specifically as possible
the manner in which these items —and any other judgmental items —are to be calculated.
The parties also should carefully consider whether to
specifically exclude certain items. For example, if there's
a separate arrangement in the purchase agreement for
allocating environmental liabilities between the parties,
the parties may wish to exclude such liabilities from the
purchase price adjustment mechanism.
Clearly state how the closing statement will be
prepared. It might seem obvious that the accounting
standard for preparing closing statements is typically
GAAP. But GAAP often authorizes a range of approaches
for various balance sheet items, including inventory,
which may be valued on a LIFO or FIFO basis, with
reserves calculated based either on a formula or an item by -item review. For this reason, a closing statement prepared in accordance with GAAP typically should be
prepared using the same GAAP that was used to calculate

the benchmark amount. Otherwise, an "apples to apples"
comparison can't be made, and the true economic change
in the value of an asset or liability can't be ascertained.
What if the benchmark amount is taken from an unaudited financial statement that doesn't conform to GAAP?
One solution is to specify the accounting treatment that
must be followed for the non -GAAP items. But even if
both the benchmark financial statement and the closing
statement fully conform to GAAP, it may still be wise to
identify the specific treatment of certain items in order to
avoid later disputes. Such items include the process for
determining reserves, exchange rate calculations, and
excluding reserves for management decisions made after
closing.

prohibiting an adjustment in an amount lower or
higher than the amounts claimed by the parties;
• Specifying that the arbitrator shall decide disputes
based only on the terms of the purchase agreement
and the parties' submissions to the arbitrator and not
on the arbitrator's own audit or independent review;
and
• Specifying the arbitrator's authority regarding discovery, the use of experts, and compelling witnesses to
appear and testify.

ADDITIONALISSUESBEFORECLOSURE

There are many other important issues to be considered
in negotiating an effective purchase price adjustment
mechanism. For example, should the buyer or the seller
Negotiate a c lear, s pec if ic , and limited mec hanis m f or
prepare the closing statement? Should there be a "band"
resolving disputes. The typical dispute - resolution
around the benchmark number within which no price
method for closing statement disputes is arbitraa—
adjustment will occur? What role should the contion, with a noninterested "Big 5" accounting
cept of "materiality' play in the price adjustfirm being named in the purchase agreement process? What kind of access to the
ment to act as arbitrator. If the parties
records and employees of the other party
'
can agree on a second "backup" firm in
•
should be allowed to the party preparing or reviewing the closing statement?
case their first choice can't serve or
%� •0
Should the statement be audited or
develops a conflict, that firm also
unaudited? What impact does the
should be named in the purchase
,
1
0
0
"
10
price adjustment mechanism have on
agreement. As a general matter, the
dd
other provisions of the purchase agree more specific the arbitration mechament? Although specific discussion of
nism, the better, as long as it doesn't
these points is beyond our scope here, if
unfairly skew the process in favor of
'
N
one party. Limits can be imposed on the
you follow the steps and principles
described above they should provide a good
process itself as well as on the arbitrator,
starting point for negotiating an efficient and
although the wisdom of any particular limits
effective price adjustment mechanism. With furshould be considered in the context of the particther planning and a little luck, that mechanism should
ular transaction.
allow both parties to move quickly through the process
Some examples of limits on the process include:
instead of finding themselves ruefully paying fees to
♦ Restricting disputes to those above a monetary threshaccountants and lawyers while they quote Yogi Berra's "it
old (to prevent one party from launching a "nickel
ain't over 'til it's over" for many months after closing. ■
and dime" assault on the other);
• Requiring the objecting party to include an auditor's
certificate agreeing with the objections (to avoid frivoWilliam Perry and Marc Alpert are partners in Chadbourne
6 , Parke LLP, a New York -based law firm. Chadbourne
lous objections in the hope that the arbitrator will
frequently negotiates contracts for the purchase and sale or
"split the baby "); and
merger of businesses containing purchase price adjustment
• Specifying the number and type of written submisprovisions and, when necessary, represents clients in pursions the parties can offer to the arbitrator in support
chase price adjustment arbitrations. The views in this artiof their position.
cle are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent
Some examples of limits on the arbitrator include:
the views of their clients. William Perry can be reached at
William.Perry @chadbourne.com, and Marc Alpert can be
♦ Requiring the arbitrator to select either the buyer's or
reached at Marc.A.Alpert @chadbourne.com.
the seller's number for a particular item, or at least
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Int ac ct b us in es s se rv ic es

Accounting on
the Web
Intacct Corporation now
provides professionalstrength, Web -based
accounting and related
business services for a
monthly subscription rate
starting at $49.95. The
Intacct service is designed
for small and medium size enterprises (SMEs)
that need more than an
entry -level PC -based
accounting package but
don't need a complex
client/server solution. The
network is the Internet,
and Intacct's browser based interface permits
anytime anywhere access
with several layers of privacy and security. The
core accounting services
are the hub from which an
expanding array of related
business services will
evolve for Intacct subscribers. Features include
double -entry accounting,
true closing of books, flexible budgeting, multiple
journals, and customizable reports. GAAP -compliant, the Intacct service
consists of general ledger,
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accounts payable and
receivable, and human
resources. Partner provided services will add
contract management, bill
presentment, and capabilities such as insurance
processing and property
management. No client
software is needed, and
Intacct scales to any number of users in multiple
locations. Security is provided by state -of -the -art
data centers operated by
Verio, Corp., Intacct's own
fault- tolerant system
architecture, fail -over systems, redundant layers of
firewall proctection, 128 bit data encryption, and
more than 40 levels of
permissions to be set by
administrators. The
Intacct service is available
worldwide to companies
with any current Web
browser and Internet connection. Circle No. 50
Intuit, Inc. has released a
new version of its popular
QuickBookso series,
QuickBooks® for the
Web. Designed for small
businesses, the Web ver2001

sion is accessible anywhere
over the Internet, allowing
users in different locations
to work on their books
together or to access data
when traveling. Quick Books for the Web basic
edition features an easy
start -up interview that
takes about 10 minutes to
customize the program,
multi -user logins from
anywhere, and the Quick Fill"mfeature that remembers information on
customers, vendors, products, and services so it
never has to be entered
twice. Recurring charges
and automated statement
creation provides a fully
automated billing process,
and there's statement
delivery via e-mail and fax
included with the service.
No installation is necessary, no accounting software, no upgrades —users
just log on and open the
books. Security includes
daily automatic data
backup, customers define
users and passwords, and
data is encrypted as it
travels over the Internet.
Circle No. 51

Qu i ck Boo k s f or th e
Web

M BA' s G u i de t o t h e
In t e r n e t

Two Guides for
Using the Web
Redmond Technologies
Press has published the
MBA's Guide to the Internet.The Guide iswritten
for readers with graduate
and undergraduate
degrees in business and
for anyone else who wants
to use the Internet as a
business tool. The book is
divided into three parts:
QuickPrimers''m, Internet
Business Resources, and
Internet Business Projects.
QuickPrimers has quick
tutorials on working with
the Internet, including an
overview of its architecture and explanations of
how to browse, use e-mail,
and work with newsgroups, mailing lists, and
ftp. The second part covers Internet services and
tools critical to business
professionals including
search services, fee -based
resources like Lexis - Nexis,
and government Web
resources from the Bureau
of Economic Research, the
Federal Reserve, and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The third part provides
step -by -step plans for
common Internet business
projects including setting
UP a website or store, publishing PowerPoint presentations on the Web,
setting up an intranet,
publishing an e-mail
newsletter, using the Internet for recruiting and job
searching, and setting up
and using an online banking and investing system.
The authors are Stephen
L. Nelson (former senior
consultant with Arthur
Andersen & Company and
author of the MBA Guide
to Microsoft Excel 2000)
and Pat Coleman (former
editorial director of
Microsoft Press and coauthor of Effective Executive's Guide to Project
2000). Circle No. 52
Data Downlink Corporation has published Portal
B: The Best ofthe Business
Web, a print version of its
PortalBI search site. The
Portal B website is constructed on its database of
more than 8,500 businessoriented websites that
have been selected and
indexed by credentialed
business information professionals. It's designed for
information - intensive
industries such as banking, consulting, law,
accounting, and asset
management. Sites are
selected to represent 65
different industries, 215
countries and geographic

2001:TheReal
Odyssey I Michael Castelluccio, Editor
■

IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE LAST CENTURY, a scientist

wrote a short story about a little girl who was heartbroken because her mother had taken away the girl's
robot companion Robbie. That was 1940. The biochemist /author, Isaac Asimov, wasn't the first to speculate about robots, but he was one of the first to wonPortal B: T h e B e s t
of th e Busi ness Web

der about the ethical dimensions of the idea in a series of short stories collected later in the book
/ Robot. Today, there are robots across the country in

regions, 15 organization/
publishing types, and 18
business topics. You can
visit the website version at
www.portalB.com, which
is subscription based and
is constantly being
updated. The print version, The Best of,represents the PortalB's editors'
choice of the most content -rich websites for
business. The 555 oversized pages are set up in
four sections: Industries
(81 categories from Aerospace and Defense to
Waste Management),
business topics (17 categories from Advertising &
Marketing to Technology),
Organization Types
(Commercial & Investment Banks, Consulting &
Accounting Firms, Law
Firms, Market Research
Firms, Reference, Venture
Capital & Private Equity
Firms), and Speciality
Directories (Business
Schools, Financial
Exchanges, Law Schools).
Editors' Picks appear
throughout in marked off
sections. Circle No. 53

factories, beneath Christmas trees, in bomb -squad
store rooms, in surgical operating theaters, in Paris
driving trains, even on the distant surface of Mars. In
1999, Toshitada Doi, head of Sony's Digital Creatures
Laboratory, predicted, "The 1990s was the era of the
PC and the Internet. The first decade of the 21st century will be dominated by robots."
Our R2D2s
It has been estimated
that 90% of robots
work in factories, most
of them making cars.
Few of them have
proper names or resemble their human
bosses, but they are,
unmistakably, patterned
after human biology.
The word robot is
from the Czechoslovakian robota, which
means drudge or
iRobot -LE

laborer, and most of our
robots are assembly -line

drones spray - painting hatchbacks or sorting chocolates
in boxes, faster and better than Lucy or Ethel ever
could. For a machine to achieve robot status, it must
be able to do two things: be aware of its surroundings
and be able to perform physical tasks.
Robots often surpass their creators by doing things
and going places that would be impossible for humans.
Mini - Andros, for instance, can remove or detonate

continued on next page
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it hears, you can drive it around the

continued from p. 63
bombs. Robug III can work in places

THETHREELAWSOFROBOTICS

house (it even climbs stairs), and you

with radiation levels that would be

1. A robot may not injure a

broadcast your voice through it. It can

lethal for humans, and Sojourner was

human being, or, through inac-

map out and learn the layout of your

the ROVer (remotely operated vehicle)

tion, allow a human being to

house. You drive it around with its

that rolled around the surface of

come to harm.

remote control or with the mouse on

Mars, collecting and examining sam-

2. A robot must obey the orders

your computer. Actually, the little

ples. Nomad roams the Antarctic ice

given it by human beings.

robot is a 450 MHz computer that will

looking for meteorites.

3. A robot must pro-

And there's another whole class of

set you back about the

tect its own existence

robots that are designed for enter-

as long as such pro-

tainment and companionship. Sony's

tection does not con-

Aibo (eye -bo), the robotic dog, is in

flict with the First or

his second release. Aibo means

Second Law.

end laptop, about
IAWer of ScWin Fiction

Isaac a s 1 m 8V
1_ ROBOT

"pal," and the little bundle of sensors

$5,000.
iRobot-LE vaguely
resembles a smaller,
grounded version of the

and servos plays and reacts like a

Real Baby appeared

invaders in War of the

pet. Despite its very expensive debut

on the market. Cre-

Worlds, so the question

last year ($2,500 retail), the metal

ated by Hasbro and

naturally arises, "Will

companion has inspired seven com-

iRobot, a robotics

people be nervous

petitors including Poo -Chi and Rocket

company in Cam-

about having these

the Wonder Dog.

bridge, Mass., the doll

things in their homes,

is an interactive robot that sleeps,

especially when they see how 'smart'

Who Let the Dog Ind

coos, eats, learns, and shows a

they appear to be ?" Well, consider

Robots usually are depicted as evil

range of emotional responses in her

how fond Americans are of technol-

incarnate in movies. From the hovering alien LSTs in War of the Worlds

facial expressions. (www.irobot.com)

ogy, no matter how dangerous or crazy

We have welcomed robots into our

it is. In the '70s, when the streets

to the beautiful and deadly androids

homes, and it's curious that the bio

were filled with protestors who wanted

in more recent films, they rank right

chemist back in the '40s, in his lead

out of the war, most of us had

up there with the undead in horror

story, predicted that it would be a

machines in our garages at home that

films.

child who would be the staunchest

were instrumental in 50,000+ deaths

advocate of homebots.

per year here at home —about the

are tireless and loyal, and we are fascinated by their ability to mimic life.

I Robot Today
The kids left the door open, and at

over the 10 -year course of that Asian
conflict. Remember anybody marching

Furbies and Tamagotchies are two

the last Comdex expo (Nov. 2000)

to Ban the Buick? With planes, trains,

artificial life forms to recently capture

iRobot released a home robot for

and automobiles, we just figure the

In the real world, we like them a lot
better. They cut costs in production,

same number of Americans who died

our imagination, but only Furbies

adults. Called iRobot -LE, the mobile

actuarial odds and blithely climb

could be considered robots. They

computer has been described as a

aboard. Now if apples killed 50,000

respond to their environment through

telepresence or avatar, allowing you

citizens a year, do you think you could

sound, light, touch, and motion sen-

to be in two places at the same time.

sell them? With machines, we seem

sors, and they do things. Pet them,

Its manufacturer, iRobot, suggests a

to be fearless.

they purr; pick them up, they wake

number of uses: "You can drive the

But what about intelligent technol-

up; they sing, eat, burp, snore, rock,

iRobot -LE around your home, make

ogy? Not many of us could beat the

and even talk and play with other Fur -

sure it is secure, say goodnight to the

world chess champion Garry Kas-

bies —all cued by appropriate stimuli.

kids when you're away on business,

parov, but IBM's Deep Blue did. At

They are funny; they are not the

check up on pets, and visit house-

what point does machine intelligence

undead. One step further along the

bound relatives."

cross the line into human intelli-

robot evolutionary scale appeared
this past fall when a doll called My
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You reach iRobot -LE over the Internet. You see what it sees, hear what

gence? And if it's possible, do we
then have to treat robots differently?
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Will they treat us differently?

mean to be me ?"

Dr. Anne Foerst, a Lutheran minis-

In other words, if and when a robot

unless you're able to control the
manufacture of every robot, MIT's

ter and theological adviser for two

becomes sentiently aware that oth-

attempt to understand the artificially

projects at MIT's Artificial Intelli-

ers are treating it as a person, and it

intelligent from technical and philo-

gence Laboratory, believes that the

begins to wonder, as we do, Who am

sophical viewpoints will probably be

magic crossover moment will involve

I ?, what do we do then?

more productive.

"the search to feel and to be treated

Asimov's fascinating solution to

like something more than the sum of

the problem was a set of three laws

A Frankenstein In Our Future?

the parts. This is the moment when

programmed into every positronic

Those who say we shouldn't be tam-

the robots start to participate in the

brain inserted into every robot. (See

pering with what we don't completely

all- too -human quest of what does it

sidebar, p. 64.) Very clever, but

understand probably won't be
heeded. We love technology and science too much. In America, Edison is
our Shakespeare.
Also, likely there are greater miracles in the future. In the MIT Labora-
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Studying For It.

tory for Human and Machine
Haptics last year researchers
watched as a robotic arm moved in
a reaching motion. The source of
the impulse was an owl monkey at
Duke University 600 miles away.
Electrodes in the monkey's brain
registered the pattern created by
the monkey reaching for food, a
computer translated the pattern,
sent it over the Internet, and the
robot arm in New England reached
as the monkey reached. Getting a
robot to read a mind has incredible
implications for spinal injury
patients. But what are the implica-
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tions for that technology in a remote
avatar like iRobt -LE?
Isaac Asimov is gone, but here at
the beginning of 2001 it might be a
good idea to take another look at his
forward- looking collection of stories.
As far as throwing the brakes on
robotic development, in one sense,
that train has left the station. Until
we look into the eyes of another
being and really have to stop and fig-

MicroMash®
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won't bother thinking about the problem with robots. And at that point,
we might be so amazed that our first
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ure out if it's one of us, we probably
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question will be, "How much does
one of these things cost ?" ■
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Neal Hannon, Edltoj

XBRL

XBRL Shows Signs of Maturity
SEVERAL SIGNS OF THE GROWING MATURITY OF XBRL

Soft, and SysPro. Gary Gillette, PPC's representative on
the XBRL committee, said, "The uniformity XBRL provides will make it easier to prepare and analyze financial
information.'
Each new member joins with a pledge to become an
active participant in XBRL working groups and to incorporate XBRL into their future product offerings wherever

are evident with the announcement of three significant
developments. The first concerns the release of an XBRL
software developer's tool for manipulating items and elements in XBRL documents from a Nashville company
called eKeeper.com. This tool will significantly help software firms that are working to incorporate XBRL in their
product offerings.
appropriate.
The second development is the anNea rl y 2 0 new First, the bad news
nouncement of the formation of an XBRL
repository for financial statements by
In a classic article published by Scientific
m
e
m
be
r
s
EDGAR Online, Inc. Liv Watson, IMA
American (httl2://www.scientificameriTechnology Committee member, will join
can.com/1999/0599issue/
have
EDGAR Online, Inc. as director to lead the
0599bosak.html) in April 1999, authors
joined the
development of this important project. She
Jon Bosak and Tim Bray clearly describe
will establish and manage the repository,
consortium ... the challenges for moving to a second which will provide a single source for anageneration Web:
lysts, investors, credit and lending institu"For its users, the XML- powered Web
tions, news organizations, and accountants to find any
will be faster, friendlier and a better place to do business.
company financials prepared and published in this format.
Website designers, on the other hand, will find it more
The third development is the growing list of organizademanding. Battalions of programmers will be needed to
tions that have agreed to sign on to the XBRL team.
exploit new XML languages to their fullest. And although
Nearly 20 new members have joined the consortium in
the day of the self - trained Web hacker is not yet over, the
the past two months alone, including accounting industry
species is endangered. Tomorrow's Web designers will
software and information publisher Practitioners Pubneed to be versed not just in the production of words and
lishing Co. and German bank, Deutsche Bundesbank,
graphics but also in the construction of multilayered, ineach of whom joined in mid - September. Other recent adterdependent systems of DTDs, data trees, hyperlink
ditions include BDO Seidman, Dresdner Kleinwort Benstructures, metadata and stylesheets —a more robust inson, eKeeper.com, e- Numerate Solutions, ePace Software,
frastructure for the Web's second generation."I
First Call Corp., Holt Value Associates, J.P. Morgan & Co.,
Does this mean all financial professionals will need to
Japan Digital Disclosure, MIP, National Information Inlearn multi- layered, interdependent Document Type
frastructure Enterprise Promotion Association (Taiwan),
Definitions (Note: XBRL uses XML schema to define
NEC Planning Research, NetLedger, New River, Peopledocuments, not DTD), data trees, hyperlink structures,
January 2 0 0 1
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metadata, and stylesheets? Yes and
no. Yes, financial software designers
and selected expert users will need
to learn several new tricks. Fortunately, companies like eKeeper,
XBRL Solutions, Inc., and Caseware
are working hard to provide user friendly tools for simplifying the
XBRL experience. But for the vast
majority of financial professionals,
everyday tools required to put the
complexities of XML (and XBRL)
"under the covers" will soon be
with us.

Now, the good news
The good news for financial professionals is that financial software
makers will soon have easy -to -workwith tools for the incorporation of
XBRL. For example, take a look at
this recent product announcement
from eKeeper.com:
"eKeeper.com Releases XML -based
Solution: eKXBRL 1.0 Software
Facilitates Generation of XBRL
Solutions for Financial Reporting
eKeeper.com, a leading provider of
Web content management solutions
to the middle market, announced
today that it has released eKXBRL, a
software component that significantly reduces the time it takes for a
developer to generate XBRL -compatible code. XBRL (eXtensible
Business Reporting Language) is an
Internet specification that first appeared on the financial and accounting scene in October 1999. It
uses a financial reporting specification, agreed upon by key members
of the financial information supply
chain, which allows an open exchange of financial reporting data
across all software and technologies
including the Internet!
The press release goes on to explain how the new software tool will
68
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aid companies seeking to put XBRL
into the logic of their software programs. Financial software company
ACCPAC recently announced that
they will be using eKXBRL as they
work to incorporate XBRL into their
software packages.

Navision Financials 2.6
has XBRL
Navision was the first company to
imbed XBRL into its financial software, making XBRL a major new
feature in the recent release of Navision Financials 2.6. Navision's first to- the - market product was available
within one week of the official release of the July 31, 2000, XBRL
specification. Company spokespeople had the following to say about
what XBRL has done for their product offerings:
"The most significant enhancement to the latest release of Navision Solutions is the addition of
XBRL. The XBRL functionality is
an included feature with the purchase of Basic General Ledger.
XBRL will allow customers to more
easily and efficiently connect and
communicate with all types of
products in the ERP space. For example, a set of subsidiary offices
using Navision Financials can now
more quickly collaborate with a
parent office using an entirely different ERP system, while realizing
significant time and cost savings.
Please see www.Navision- us.com
for further information.

EDGAR Online
Imagine a source for finding any
company's financial information
coded in XBRL. Think about the
time you will save by downloading
this information directly into databases and spreadsheets without rekeying the information. In a short

time, EDGAR Online, Inc. will make
that dream come true with its repository for company financial statements in XBRL format.
According to Liv Watson, "Our
goal is to establish the first XBRL
repository and go live early next
year. The incorporation of XBRL
will allow EDGAR Online, Inc. to
provide superior services to companies, analysts, investors, and other
audiences, allowing for more informed financial and management
decisions:'
John Taysom, founder and coCEO of the Reuters Greenhouse
Fund, a strategic investor in EDGAR
Online, Inc., added: "This move
looks set to solidify EDGAR Online's
position in SEC -based data. Reuters
is deeply committed to helping develop the new standards which will
become critical to sophisticated
users of news and financial data."
For more information,
visit hqp: / /www.edgar- online.
com/news. ■
Neal Hannon has been writing and
giving seminars about the Internet
since 1996. He developed IMA's Internet Essentials for Financial Professionals, which has been delivered 50

times throughout the U.S. He is a
member of the IMA's Information
Technology Committee. Hannon has
written a book, The Business of the
Internet, as well as numerous articles
for business magazines. He joined the
XBRL.org steering committee in July
2000 and in August was named IMA's
voting representative. In September,
he was appointed cochair of
XBRL.org's education committee.
1 Jon Bosak and Tim Bray, "XML and the
Second - Generation Web," htti2://www.scientificamerican.com/ 1999 /0599issue /0599bosak,
html, visited on December 15, 2000.
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Multi- dealer sites such

But it's worth a try. There

By Gary Siegel, Editor

Practice Analysis

Accounting or Finance?
In previous columns I described the new role that management accountants play
in their organizations. As business partners, their work is more analytical and less
transactional, more decision oriented and less compliance oriented. They are more
involved in running the business. Their new role is more exciting and more
challenging than their old role as keeper of the financial
records. But do they still consider themselves
accountants?
How Management Accountants Deflne Themselves. The
Practice Analysis ofManagement Accounting collected information from 800 U.S. practitioners who work in companies of various size and in a variety of industries.
When asked which term they use to describe their work,
39% say finance, 33% say accounting, and 28% use a
different term.
"I work In Finance." The most common reasons for people saying that they work in finance rather than accounting have to do
with the positive connotations that respondents have of finance and the negative
connotations they have of accounting:
e Finance is forward looking,
while accounting is backward
looking.
e Finance is more all inclusive.
e Accounting refers to
debits and credits.

e Accountants are
numbers crunchers.
Why do practitioners
use the term finance to describe their work? "You know,
that's an interesting question;' an accountant at US West

replied. "I remember many years ago we had an accounting department and we had a guy come into the group
who had been in sales. He asked `why do you call yourselves accountants? Why don't you call yourselves finance? Doesn't that sound better than accountants?' We all sat around saying `You know, that's a
damn good idea. We are going to call ourselves finance. So we've used it for a while. It seems to
J
have stuck, and I think it's good because finance
(/
connotes a much broader discipline than just keeping the books.'
According to a Caterpillar accountant, the terms accounting and finance have distinct connotations. "I
think finance is more interesting than accounting. If someone works in accounting and I tell
them that I work in accounting, they would understand pretty well what my role might be. But
if someone is outside of accounting and I tell
them I work in accounting, they will think
bean counter, crunching numbers, and reporting numbers. I think finance says that
you are doing things that are more interesting,
that you are looking at more strategic type things,
and you are looking at borrowing and managing investments and buying back stock and those type of things. I
think finance has a better image.'
An Abbott Labs accountant put it this way:
IIllllllllllllllI,
"I think that accounting has kind of the green
eyeshade aura about it and that a lot of people, myself included, think that the work we do is broader than just ac-

1
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counting. It's an accounting department that works for me, but we do
more than just accounting'
"I work in Accounting.7 The most
common reason for using the term
accountant is simply that only accountants have the training to understand financial information and
the analytical skills to explicate the
financial implications of alternative
business initiatives.
"I guess I'm not ashamed of the
term accountant," a Caterpillar executive explained. "Whatever you call
it, at the end of the day what is important is the service we provide and
the value that we add. I think that if
we start getting too much business
management thinking and not accounting thinking, we do lose some
of the discipline that accountants
started with. I don't think we ever
should be ashamed of our debits and
credits starting point because it is
kind of like the engineer that learns
calculus first and then goes on from
there. I haven't done a journal entry
at Caterpillar for 20 years, but I still
have that accounting discipline. I
know where the numbers come from
and whether the numbers are right."
"I'm a Business Manager" For

those who don't define themselves as
either accounting or finance, a number of other titles are used.
"At Caterpillar, the term accounting' is being replaced with broader
business terminology. For example,
I'm the business services manager.
The position used to be controller,
so now it has a broader context than
strictly `controller' which has a deb it/credit accounting connotation to
it. In contrast, business manager has
the connotation of a broader perspective. Another example. My financial reporting manager years ago
72
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would have been called the financial
accounting manager or just the accounting manager."
"Maybe it's because of my back ground—I was an auditor —but I
avoid the term `accountant' because
my role is broader than that. I typically like to use the term `business
resources, because it has a broader
connotation. We do more than just
keep books."
"My business card says Business
Analyst Forest Products Group.
That's really what we're doing. We're
business analysts.'
"Management Accountants ?"
Interestingly, not one of the Practice
Analysis respondents used the term
"management accountant" to describe themselves.
The Practitioner Perspective. The
Practice Analysis respondents are
professional accountants. The vast
majority earned accounting degrees. Many are CFMs, CMAs, and
CPAs. They work in different industries and have varying years of experience, but they share a perspective on the terms accounting and
finance.
"I don't think I ever use the word
accounting," said a US West practitioner. "And if I do, it would be in
reference to a process that does not
add value. So, yes, the term financial
and the term accounting have different meanings."
"I never say accounting; I usually
just say controller. People can relate
to that. I know it's terrible to say, but
accounting just has that thing where
okay, you're doing accounts payable,
accounts receivable and fixed asset
accounting:'
The perspective at Hewlett Packard is similar. "When I think of
accounting, I think of processing
journal vouchers and making sure

things are getting in the right accounts and using T- accounts. For
me, accountant has almost a negative connotation. I am a CPA by
background, and my marketing
manager loves to tease our department and call us bean counters. But
he has a lot of respect for the department. I think most people associate
finance with the business aspect.
They associate accountants with
somebody who is not completely
locked into adding value to the organization. The image is that accountants are doing transactional processing, which I won't say is
demeaning, but it's not where the
analysts want to be.'
"Accounting is viewed as command, control, and regulatory compliance, as opposed to financial advisor or business partner."
"I think there's been a pretty
strong recognition that accountant
is too narrow of a term. People
want titles like business analyst and
business consultant and business
manager."
How do you refer to yourself? Do
you tell people that you work in accounting, finance, or something else?
What do you think the profession
should doabout our name? Should
we change it? Or should we continue
using the term accountant, but
change the connotation? Let IMA
know what you think. ■
Gary Siegel, Ph.D., CPA, is associate
professor at the School ofAccountancy,
DePaul University, in Chicago and
president of the Gary Siegel Organization, an opinion research and behavioral accounting firm. He is
coauthor, along with James Sorensen,
of Counting More, Counting Less,
the 1999 IMA Practice Analysis.
Gary can be reached at
gsiegel@wppost.depaul. edu.
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asyoulearn.
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www.imanet.org
and in Strategic Finance magazine
1-800-638 -4427,ext.221
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Merlin E. Hanson Jr.

and revealing work on leaders
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Business Intelligence Applications

and leadership.

reaction s t o th e chall enges t hey

"Part One, The Legacy of Leaders," examines family influences,

faced. Many different flavors of
leadership are ex hibited in these

mhansoniOuti.com
Vision Enterprise,

life- changing experiences, men-

situations.

www, ol=vision. com

Consultant

tors, and the various reactions to
these stimuli by corporate, political, academic, and social leaders.
These influences could be exemplary, where the leader desired
emulation, or adverse, where the
leader's abhorrence was the motivating factor. Congresswomen
Patricia Schroeder's mother
inspired her with statements like,
"...there are people who wring
their hands and people who roll
up their sleeves." Schroeder is an
acknowledged overach iever with
her sleeves always rolled up. In
the case of Barbara Davis Blum,
chairperson and CEO for Adams
National Bank, her mother's simple, 1950s' stereotypical- housewife
living style became an antithesis
for Davis Blum's need for constant
intellectual challenges. There are
so many such revelations that you
are sure to find a parallel to something in your own life experiences.
"Part Two, Habits of Mind,"
examines internal characteristics,

Financial Forecasts
& Budgets
PFP Provides The Flexibili ty, P o we r
and P res ent at i on Q ual i t y N eeded
To Tame Your Toughest Projects
Pro- formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use
model, designed to help you prepare
complete financial forecasts and
budgets within a very short
timeframe.
Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated
Free telephone support — forever.

Standard
Plus
Modula

T

"A real winner"
— The Bottom Line

$399
$599
$899

Pendock Mallorn ltd.
245 8th Ave., #340, NY 10011

(800)567 -4500
www.pendock.com
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Manufactur=e° QA mid -sized manufacturer is looking for a Controller with
strong financial reporting, general accounting, cash management
and solid supervisory skills. Reports to CFO at the holding company level. Salary to $85K plus relocation.

Director of Finance
A large publicly traded business services company seeks an experienced manager with the ability to lead the financial reporting and
analysis for an $800 - million multi - division organization. Position
will involve managing a team of 6 -8 direct reports and additional
indirect staff charged with managing strategic planning, cash flow
and analysis, budgeting, forecasting and reporting for four or
more business units within this operating group. As these units
are consolidated, a number of different software platforms will be
migrated to Oracle. Ideal candidate will have 15+ years of experience, preferably in a multi -unit environment using a shared services structure. Other qualifications include management of a large
staff (25 +) and experience working in a company with at least
$200 million in annual revenues. Experience in system implementation and project management helpful; MBA desirable.

Compensation of $120 - 140K plus 30% bonus DOQ.

Cost Accounti

Manager

An international manufacturer is looking for a Cost Accounting
Manager to be responsible for all cost accounting processes. This
individual will be involved with the direction and upgrades of
the costing systems, product line costs and margin analysis.
Additional responsibilities will involve broad exposure to the
business, including cost improvement programs and development of enhanced management reporting tools. Candidates must
have a 4 -year degree in accounting or finance with 6+ years of
related experience in a manufacturing environment. CMA/CPA
highly desirable. Salary to $70K.

r,nr# e,.,...,..f ;.msg MQ1� agef
A well established company needs a results- oriented Cost
Accounting Manager to fill a newly created position reporting
to the CFO. This is a highly visible position that will be
responsible for formalizing the cost accounting function for
two companies. Candidates must have a Bachelor's degree in

Accountant
Large manufact uring company wi t h room for advance ment i s
see king an entry-l eve l Accountant. I deal candidat e wil l be a CPA

(or in the process of becoming one) with solid general accounting
skills. Successful candidate will have 2+ years of accounting experience, with consolidations experience a plus. BS /BA in accounting required in addition to solid computer skills. Salary to $35K.

Senior AccountandPublic Accounting
A dynami c publ i c account ing fi rm has a nee d for a ski l l e d
Se ni or St aff Account ant t o manage on e t o t wo pe o pl e and conduct local audi ts for medium -size d cl ie nt s. Posit ion re quires a
cake -charge indivi dual who i s able to operate independent ly and
who has experi ence wit h gene ral l e dge r, fi nanci al audi t, ope rati onal audi t, fi nanci al stat eme nt s, accounts re cei vable , account s
payabl e, GAAP and FASB. Ideal candidate wil l have a 4 -year
de gre e , CPA or highe r cert ifi cat i on and 3 years of e xpe ri ence i n
publ i c account i ng. Sal ary t o $ 65K.

Controller
A privately owned distribution company is searching for a
hands -on Controller who is a motivated self - starter to join their
corporate offices. Position reports to the CFO. Responsibilities
include all accounting functions as well as multi -state filings,
tracking multiple cost centers within each location, budgeting
and forecasting. Company is looking for a creative person with
good people skills who has a good grasp of operations. A bachelor's degree in Accounting or Finance and a minimum of 4
years' experience in progressively responsible positions, including supervisory experience as well as experience in overseeing
multiple sites, is required. CPA is preferred, with logistics /distribution experience a huge plus. Candidate must possess excellent
communication and PC skills. Salary to $85K with excellent
benefits package + bonus.

Tax Manager
A l arge re gi onal accounting fi rm is seeking an expe ri enced T ax
Manage r wit h 5 years of re ce nt (wit hin t he last 2 ye ars) publi c
account ing e xpe ri ence. Looking for a st rong generali st wi th tax
expe rie nce i ncl uding corporat e , S -Corp, part ne rship and individual; gi ft and e st at e e xpe ri ence a plus. Must have st rong commu-

Account i ng ( M BA de si rabl e ) pl u s a mi ni mum of 7 ye ars' e xpe -

nicat ion ski ll s and i nit iati ve, abi lit y to take charge of proje cts and

ri e nce i n manufact uri ng co st accoun t i ng, i n cl udi ng s ome i n a

leadership skills. Position will have heavy client contact. Salary to
$100K plus relocation.

supe rvi sory role , and e xpe ri e nce i n a ful l- absorpti on cost ing
syste m, wit h exposure to act i vi t y-base d cost i ng a pl us. T rave l of
up t o 25% is ant i ci pat e d; i nt e rnat i onal expe ri e nce pre fe rre d.
Sal ary t o $ 60K.

$15- mi ll ion manufacturing faci lit y is i n nee d of an experie nced
Cont rol ler. Strong l eadership abilit ies are required, as t his positi on i s pan of t he t op manage me nt te am for t he plant . Posi t i on
wi ll requi re good supervi sory skil ls wi th a minimum of 5 years i n
a manufact uri ng e nvironme nt , i ncl udi ng j ob cost e xpe ri ence . An
MBA or CPA is pre fe rre d. Sal ary t o $ 50K.

Accountant
Independent distributor of business furniture is looking for a
strong general Accountant. Responsibilities include preparation
of financial statements and regular inventory of available products. The candidate will also manage all aspects of accounts
receivable and accounts payable and will eventually assist in the
reorganization of the accounting department and its functions. A
4 -year degree in accounting is required, with an additional 3+
years of retail accounting experience preferred. The company
offers excellent benefits. Salary to $40K.

Financial Reporting Analyst
International energy company is in search of a Financial
Reporting Analyst. Position will support quarterly and annual
external financial reporting functions, assist with special projects, prepare external financial statements regarding the results
of operations to the investors and provide support on technical
accounting issues. Bachelor's degree in accounting and 3+ years
of general financial accounting and reporting experience
required. Must have proficiency in Excel and other Microsoft
Office software plus demonstrated ability to communicate
effectively with all levels of internal and external customers.
CPA or CMA certification and 2+ years of public accounting
experience preferred. Salary $55 -65K plus bonus.

&n.ior Financial Analyst
Retail banking division is in search of a Senior Financial Analyst.
Position will assist in the analysis of product and branch profitability and the strategic development of the retail banking division. This person will supervise a staff of financial analysts and
report to the Manager of Financial Analysis. Ideal candidate will
have at least 3 years of progressive financial analysis experience
and a degree in accounting or finance. CPA and banking experience is preferred. Salary to $55K.

Financial Reporting Manager
A Fortune 500 distribution company is seeking a Manager of
Financial Reporting to supervise several people and report
directly to the Controller. The position requires in -depth knowledge of consolidation accounting and FASB pronouncements.
This individual will be responsible for the preparation of the
monthly consolidated financial package, completing the implementation of Hyperion Enterprise and the development and
maintenance of a standard consolidation- reporting package in
addition to helping integrate acquisitions into the financial
reporting process. International accounting, SEC reporting
experience and use of Hyperion Enterprise are all pluses. The
successful candidate will have strong written and communication skills and be proficient with Excel, PowerPoint and Word.
CPA and 4+ years of experience in financial statement preparation required. Big 5 Public Accounting experience preferred.
Competitive benefits and salary to $60K.

Budget Analyst
Highly reputable, non - profit organization is looking for a
Budget Analyst to fit into an energetic, outgoing environment.
The opening is the perfect opportunity for someone seeking a
career involving sports and global communications. Candidate
is responsible for preparing, forecasting and tracking all elements of the budget as well as presenting monthly reports to
high -level executives. Strong analytical and communication
skills preferred. The position requires an accounting degree
and extensive knowledge of Excel. 3+ years' experience in
finance is preferred; CPA or MBA is a plus. Solid benefits and
salary to $60K.

Plant Controller
A fast - growing $200 - million publicly traded wastewater treatment company is seeking an experienced Plant Controller to
manage one of their locations. The revenue of this plant is
approximately $28 million. Position will report to the General
Manager at this location as well as the out -of -state Division
Controller, and will supervise six people while overseeing all
accounting functions that are supervised by the Accounting
Manager. The company is looking for a take - charge type person
who can be responsible for the analysis of the financial statements, strategic planning and budgeting as well as play a major
role in business decisions. Possible growth opportunity into a
Divisional Controller position within two years. A bachelor's
degree in accounting or finance is required; CPA with 7+ years
of experience preferred. Waste management and /or transportation industry experience a big plus. Competitive benefits and
salary to $90K plus 20% bonus potential.

Business Analyst
Rapidly growing Internet company is seeking a Business Analyst
to handle all financial reporting, statistical analysis and other ad
hoc projects. Although the position is primarily financial, a
strong grasp of accounting fundamentals is desired as well. The
ideal candidate must possess a bachelor's degree. Knowledge of
MAS90 or 6+ years of experience in financial analysis is preferred. The company offers comprehensive benefits and a great
opportunity for growth. Salary to $55K.

Controller
Hotel- casino is in need of an accounting professional to fill a
Controller position. The candidate will oversee the payroll and
accounting departments as well as implement and recommend
methods for efficient day -to -day operations. Other responsibilities include preparation of financial reports, establishing analysis
procedures and maintenance of accounts payable. The position
will report to and assist the Director of Finance on all levels.
Knowledge of a mainframe computer system a must. A bachelor's
degree in accounting or finance is required. Experience in a
financial reporting environment is preferred; CPA and /or MBA
is a plus. Great benefits and 401(k) plan. Salary to $65K.

Finance Director
Start -up organization specializing in developing and marketing
web -based investment workflow systems seeks a Finance Director.
This position requires intimate knowledge of the Web; extensive
experience raising venture capital a plus. General duties include
managing all accounting, finance and human resource functions.
Candidate must be able to understand and analyze complex
financial statements, communicate functions to finance and nonfinance executives, and should possess strong leadership skills and
be able to coach a small development staff. A Bachelor's degree
and Series 6, 7 or 24 license is required. 3+ years' experience in a
similar position is desired; strong technical aptitude preferred.
Comprehensive benefits and stock options. Salary $100K.

.................................................................................................................................................................................................... ...............................

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 2001 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Halfat 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalfcom.
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Is It the Millennium /
21st Century Yet ?
THEHISTORY
Dionysius Exiguus (6th Century) and others who developed the Julian
Calendar used Ls, Vs, Xs, Ms, Cs, and Ds, but no Os (zeros). Arabic numbers (including the formerly nonexistent zero) weren't introduced until
the 10th Century. Consequently, when Dionysius made his gre/contribution to the calendar, IA.D. follows 1B.C. with no zero I
between. Pope Gregory modified this calendar in 1582 base
upon a 400 -year cycle so that Easter would occur when it
should�—and�bestowed�his�name�on�today's�practically universal Gregorian calendar.

7\pl ) 1

049O

TWOKNOTSINTHEEQUATION
The current calendar supposedly begins with
the birth of Christ, which for hundreds
of years was believed to have been
the year following 1 B.C.

When Pope Gregory modified the Julian calendar to
stay in synch with the seasons he removed 10 days. So
woke
up on
"! to bed on October 4, 1582, they
when
his"October
followers15went

Theologians now believe that
event came earlier, perhaps
� ( `�
` C`

eight years earlier.

Q

Obviously, this short history teaches that time is relative, but all we
really need to know is this simple equation:

THEEQUATION
If one millennium = 1,000 years,
W

o

0
N

0

and the 1st millennium ended in the year 1000,
and the 2nd millennium began the first day of the year 1001,
then the 3rd millennium starts 1,000 years after the second

W
Z
0

began.
1001 + 1,000 = 2001 ( January 1)
HAPPY
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